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Back to school.
Culture is all that man does
He was a chunky reddish blond haired sort
of kid about twelve maybe. In twenty odd years
of varied teaching experience I’ve developed a
fairly cynical habit of judging most kids at first
sight. Judgments generally run from,'“ nice kid”
to interesting, to neutral to pain-in-the-neck.
This kid I put down as a pain-in-the-neck. At
least as I sized him up in instant analysis he
would be tough to get through to in any art
classes I might happen to be teaching. I generally
defend my less than charitable student-sizing-up
to myself on the basis that in the classroom I
don’t talk down to kids or trjr to con them either.
To me, learning the various disciplines is, well, a
discipline. I’ve got some hard-won data and
know-how to impart. You got to learn to love it
to learn it . . . to love learning . . . or something
like that. In any case most of my classroom
surprises turn out to be pleasant surprises unless
a kid has been irretrievably taught not to take
adults seriously somewhere early on.
Then we do Con-fron-tation.
This particular twelve year old was helping
his uncle run a string of lobster traps. When
things got busy he would take the wheel and back
Uncle Bill’s $40,000 lobster boat through the
slop and up to the heaving ledges like a pro.
When things got hairy and the kid made a
mistake, Uncle Bill never seemed to lose his cool.
Maybe its because he had “ flatlanders” aboard.
I don’t know, but I doubt it. Bill put trust in the
boy.
I perversely couldn’t resist conjuring images
of this kid who all the summer long had adult
responsibilities in an adult world raising his hand
in the fifth grade in which he’d been retained to
ask if he could head for the bathroom. In the
boy’s reading book his (slow) reader group is
pondering the profundities of a story about a
spoiled rich kid who learns to play fair and
respect nature.
The school, my art classes included,
provides a forced eight hours of unreality and
irrelevance in the kid’s otherwise real world. If
he fails to do his homework (useless by tested
standards) he is irresponsible. He has “ poor
wprk habits.” He has yet to hear an adult among

family, friends or working community sing. If he
fails to take an interest in music class, he is un
cooperative.
Television means more to him than school. I
agree with him — except for the best of classes, it
means more to me (and probably the rest of his
teachers) because it is more exciting, more
relevant and at least its make believe touches a
yearning for romance; adult fantasy, adventure.
To the boy, TV’s vapid, weak, one-dimensional
roll models have it all over many of his teachers.
Like the role model, Uncle Bill, they present
some possibilities without pressing home that
which is irrelevant.
It’s not just the kids problem or the
teacher’s. Talk to the kid’s parents and you’ll
find a lot of people who still enjoy learning but
are still bitter over their school experience of
twenty, thirty or more years ago.
Sure it filters down to the kids, t
Sooner or later the boy will spend a school
year with one or both of two teachers: A
matriarch who knows a few generations of the
town’s families. She also knows “ You can’t
change some people” and doles out doses of
“ culture” like cod-liver oil. A twenty something
year old with a noggin full of “ how the world
should be run” hot ideas fresh from the college,
the young professor’s ideas rarely reinforce the
best values of the community. He is getting the
kids to think. He is also likely to drive them
schizophrenic. If the school’s values run counter
to 4hose of his community at least it’s a touch
point of relevance — but which will the kid
choose? When he gets out of school will he stop
listening forever?
Schools and teachers will forever fail if
superimposing a culture is what they have in
mind. To the contrary, humbly building up the
best of what culture any community has in stock
most closely follows the ancient first rule of
teachers — Quintillian I think it was — “ Know
thy students.” It is not enhancement, dear
teachers, of what you learned in college. It is the
foundation.

W h e n to start ra v in g ?

October Issue. We intend to avoid rehashing old
material and concentrate on developments
surrounding the topic of nuclear power in Maine
since the last referendum effort. The four-page
center section is easily removable and those in
doubt about its worth will find that it is easy to
remove for recycling as firestarter, puppy
training paper or whatever. We would rather
how some ever, that it got rave reviews.
J

A number of readers recalling our in
volvement in the 1980 Nuclear Referendum have
been asking “ When’s he gonna start raving
again?” Not to disappoint them, the
FOLKAPPER will, if all goes well, carry a
supplement on the Nuclear Question in the
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An old Yankee expression takes its place among the
signs on U.S. Route One - Davis Island...But what
does it mean?

i*

AIRING THE MAIL
GENOCIDE
Littleton
To the Editor:
Nicholas Von H offm an’s syndicated column of
June 14, “ Slaughter of the Innocent,” stated things
I’ve felt for a long time and have been unable to state
in such a descriptive, accurate and concise manner.
Usually, when someone speaks out against Israel,
he’s told he doesn’t understand being a Jew, or un
derstand the horrors of World War II. But, speaking
as a rhinority myself, I think that’s a groundless excuse
for not wanting to look at the facts. I understand how'
racism condemns an entire race or a group of people
for the acts of a few and how racism condones
genocide.
I know there is much support for Israel and what
they’re doing. But my father and his father fought
against Fascism. And I was taught to believe any form
of genocide was no good. On the West Bank of
Jerusalem, Israeli citizens are allowed to roam the
streets armed with guns . . .
Years from now, history books may well put the
present Israeli government in the list of great bar
barians . . .
I realize all Jewish people aren’t Zionist and many
(more and more I’d like to think) are speaking out
against the genocidal ways of the present Israeli
government.
I don’t want my tax dollars to be used to support
genocide, be it against Palestinians or any other group
or race of people. I wonder how tough Israel would be
without the United States giving them the superior
technology and all the money they need to bully any
Mideastern country or any group or race of people
around.
George Gonzales
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G UEST
SPRUCE BUDWORMS
PLANNERS

E D IT O R IA L
AND

STATE

by Russell B. Christensen
Decisions earlier this year by both federal
and state officials to once again fund spruce
budworm spraying within the state offer rich
opportunity to look anew at ourselves and our
evolving society.
Those decisions indicate that economic
planning is going on, both by the U.S. Forest
Service Unit out of Broomhall, Pa., and the
Maine Forest Service with offices in Augusta.
But planning for whom, and who will benefit?
First of all, we should recognize that state
planning to resolve an economic problem has
always been considered to be a socialist method,
not a free enterprise or capitalist method, of
dealing with competitive problems in the
marketplace. This case points up several factors
we seldom even bother to note, in this instance
that the “ competitive market” is not really that.
In Maine there are seven pulp and paper
corporations, all from out of state, which own
outright a third of all of the land in the state.
They are a monopoly; they are not competitive
with each other. These corporations use this land
to harvest timber so as to make a profit for their
shareholders, not the people of Maine. In fact,
the majority of shares of these corporations are
held by out-of-state institutions or individuals.
Our vast state wealth has been privatized, made
to produce huge incomes for a very small class of
people. Banded together, these corporations
have enormous economic power.
Spruce budworm spraying illustrates how
they are not in competition, but are supportive of
each other and get our government institutions to

intercede for them. They call for state planning
to help them overcome their problems.
There are two rival theories on how to
control spruce budworm which pit the pulp and
paper industry against the Maine Woodsmen’s
Association. Mel Ames, president of the MWA
and spokesperson for perhaps 7,000 men who
work the woods of Maine, says the effective way

to control the budworm is selective cutting. The
corporations claim the effective way to control
the budworm is massive aerial spraying using
chemical poisons. One method would call for
much employment in a state that has a high
percentage of its workers unemployed. The other
method calls for another technology that is
capital intensive, the-application of poisons to
vast areas of our timberland. One method would
require hiring perhaps another 2,000 men; the
other requires hiring two or three plane crews for
very short periods of time.
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So the corporations ask the state and federal
governments to do the planning — and they do
so. The corporations have thus been able to get
most of the funding for this aerial spraying paid
for from our government tax revenues.
When the government planning groups
acceded to corporate wishes, citizens’ groups
began to form around the state. They were
concerned with the potential hazards in using
these poisons. They formed study groups and,
later, agitating groups to prevent the use of these
poisons on our natural watershed that provides
drinking water for a million people of Maine.
Spraying these poisons has enormous potential
for side effects.
The way our government planners resolved
this controversy was to require the citizens.of
Maine to prove harm, rather than require the
corporations to prove the chemicals were safe.
Either way, it is extremely difficult because the
chemicals need to be studied over much time, say
a 20-year-cycle, to understand the side effects.
The corporations who sell this stuff are not
always required to make these long studies
before they put their products on the market. In
fact, it is the exception to require them to do so,
not the rule.
Thus, our own officials again do the dirty
work for the corporations and act as their agents,
clearing the way for them to make more profit
through exposing all of us to massive use of
chemicals that have not been tested over a long
cycle. We are the guinea pigs, bearing the brunt
of this experimentation.
Yes, we have socialized planning — plan
ning not to protect the interests of the people of
Maine, but the out-of-state corporate profits of
the seven most powerful economic interests in
this state.
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HERE COM ES TH AT LUCKY CROW

A V IS IT W IT H
We had come “down to the house” from the
dump Crow runs to find some pictures we might
use in the Folkpaper: Crow and his brother with
part of his one time fleet of twenty-one trucks;
Crow and a companion in a dory taking herring
from a weir; an uncompleted watercolor portrait
of Crow with a stretch of shore line for a
background. “That painter, Wyeth. Did a picture
of me,” Crow offers as he removes the loosely
rolled water color from a bureau drawer.

Forrest Morris “I was the red fish king. We had offices in Rockland, Portland and Downeast.”

That painter, Wyeth, did a picture of me.”

About pool: “There are marks on the cushion
along each side o f the table. You line up your shot
so’s to come off the first mark on the long side and
strike the mark on the end diamonds. Drive the
ball hard and don't mind what's in the way.
There's one or two o f them balls will go in the
corner pocket every time."
On his kitchen table with a make-believe cue
stick in hand, Forrest “Crow” Morris was
demonstrating his style of shooting pool.
He might have been talking about how to win
the life game, life in general, his life in particular:
take a measure, play the angles, drive hard. You
score, at least something.

You can ’t put it
o ff any longer...

Port Clyde, Just about everyone knows Crow Morris.

Calicoes - Books - P atterns - Templates
Cutting and M easuring Tools
lUlT
B atting - Thread - Hoops
fcljj Instruction & C onsultation
162 Water St, Augusta
Mon-Sat 9-5
(Thurs. till 8 p.m.)
623-1526

fin is h e d

a n d

c u s to m

q u ilt s

G A R D IN ER FEED & G A R D E N C EN TE R
W ood Splitter Rentals
BLUE SEAL FEEDS
U sed Chain Saws

“ CL A 91'

The Black Stove Shop

Depot Square, Gardiner, Maine Tel. 582-5766

309 Riverside Drive. Augusta, Marne 0 4 33 0* (207) 6 2 ? 6040
1930
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F O R R E S T “C R O W ” M O R R IS — P O R T C L Y D E

Crow, his brother and a few drivers pose with a few of their newest trucks —Late 1930’s.

Tending a herring weir
On the way from the dump we had detoured
down to the harbor to the Morris wharf, “just to
see how things were going”. Crow is also harbor
master, responsible for overseeing and registering
about 500 moorings. Summer people with
sporting togs and money in their speech pay
cordial deference to Crow. Crow’s manner with
them reflects their deference. The local men on the
wharf pay their respect in their own way.
“What are you doing?” asks Crow.
“Well, I was leaving until some sh-thead left his
truck in the way.”
It is Crow’s truck.
Grins all around.
Standard coastal humor with all the careful
structure, grading and nuance of life and death
tribal ceremony —sign and counter-sign.
Could be?
It is.
At the dump, which is up in Tenant’s Harbor
and which is where I had arranged to meet Crow,
custom ran about the same.
“Now what is it you wanted me to talk about?”
Crow asks me.
“Well, Phil Gray tells me you’ve lived and
worked along this coast a good long while...”
“About too damned long, I’d say,” Crow’s
equipment operator has interrupted. Grins all
around.
Summer folks come by almost apologetic to be
dumping neatly sorted trash, the bulk of which
appears to be a bag of lawn clippings.
How are you, Crow?, purrs a polished feminine
voice with “Crow” in two notes. He has just
finished telling me the story of locking two “clam”
wardens in a storage shed and ransoming their
release.

That was about the time when Crow was one of
the largest buyers and haulers of clams in the state.
“Used to sell to Spike Snowe down to Portland
(Snow’s Chowder). Hauled in 500 barrels one
night. I’d make a dollar a barrel.”
“We had twenty-one trucks and a boat or two
moving all the time.”
“Clams?”
“No, bait. Redfish. I was the first one to haul in
bait fish and just bout the only one. I was the
Redfish King. I was hauling freight out of Boston
and one trip I tied two barrels of redfish to the tail
board. Couldn’t put them in with the freight.
Brought them home and sold them --just like that.
Next time brought back a truck load. That was
in 1938. We signed a twenty year contract with
O’Haras at five dollars a ton. In short order we
had twenty-one trucks going.
It ended in 1958 when the contract ran out.
They wanted twenty dollars a ton. I wouldn’t pay
it. Sold out.”
“Fishing’s what I really wanted to do.”
Forrest “Crow” Morris’s story is one, it seems,
of a man who tempered the things he had to do
with the things he wanted to do. The many
anecdotes he shared the pleasant afternoon of our
interview could form the basis of a twenty century
history of coastal Maine; the rise and fall of
fisheries, prohibition, characters — some who
make it and some who didn’t. Tales of the market
place, of wardens and workers.
Through it all one gets the sense that crow
Morris was a entertained by the experiences of his
life as the stories of them are entertaining. We
hope in future issues of the Folkpaper to tell some
of those tales, but there is one that we can’t
forebear telling you now: it is the name of the

game and the game of the name all in one. It end s
up our afternoon’s conversation as it somehow
sums up this story.
“How did you get the name, ‘Crow’?”
“I got interested in playing pool - there were a
few pool tables in Rockland. I went home and
made up my own cue and pool table -- used a
croquet set for pool balls and an ivory and
practiced.”
“Later, during the war, I was about fifteen. I
went to work in Bath at the Texas yard forming
and finishing heads for rivet guns. Polished them
up with emery paper.You know those rivet guns
would shoot a rivet clean across the Kennebec.”
“Yes, that was (19)18.”
“After work we’d go down to Pepper’s Pool
Hall on FrontStreet and play a game. Pepper
watched me and said, “I’ll give you all the pool you
want, for free. Then nights and weekends he’d
take me around to the different pool halls as far as
Boston. To get in a game would cost twenty
dollars a stick. I’d make about ten and he’d make
sixty or seventy.”
“When I’d just started and won a few games the
fellers would say, ‘Here comes that lucky crow.’ It
was an expression they had and they’d say it
whenever they saw me and you know, the name
stuck. Crow Morris.”

“Yes, I’ve done some fishing, license number 60. You know that takes you back.” Crow swings the gate on his regional dump site. “Let’s head for the house then.”

THE RURAL WORKER'S CO-OP
Has A Unique Service In The Building Trades Construction Service Industry

LET US HELP YO U
Call our manager, Larry Lussier
285A worker-owned business that of
home owners an alternative in design,
construction,
retrofitting,
roofing,
painting, etc.

Solar contractors for. ..
• NEW CONSTRUCTION, Commercial And
Residential
• RETROFITTING Existing Homes And
Businesses
• PASSIVE Solar Home Design
• GREENHOUSE Design and Construction

Southlite

7044

RFD 2, Box 38, E. Corinth, Me 04427*:
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R E S O U R C E S & B U IL D E R S
t& d S b r n a w id
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S A R D I N E F IS H E R IE S A T 30 Y R . L O W
The Maine sardine industry began keeping
industry-wide production records in 1952, but
not since then has the catch of small herring
(sardines) been so poor.
Last year the 14 sardine packing plants
along the coast from Rockland to Eastport had
packed 450,000 cases by August first. This year
they were able to pack only 96,000 cases in the
same period (Jan. 1st - Aug. 1st).
Figures released by the Maine Sardine
Council show that the statewide catch for 1982 is
21% of last year’s level. According to Sardine
Council spokesmen, the fisheries are hardest hit
from Rockland eastward with the bulk of the 82
catch being taken seaward of Spruce Point.
Industry spokesmen say there are normally about
2,300 people employed directly in the sardine
plants with a “ good number” more in related
jobs, such as fishermen, truckers, can and box

makers.
While in an average year plants would be
running five days a week, this season larger
canneries are running “ broken” weeks of three
to four days with fewer employees.

Where did the fish go? No one is certain.
Earlier this year fishermen reported sighting
large numbers of fish offshore but they have not
moved inshore as expected. Industry spokesmen
would not hazard a guess as to the cause.

C R A G I N /J A C K A S S D E B A T E IN N E W C A S T L E
Jake, the Donkey at first balked, but
decided it would be “ No big deal,” to engage
Republican Gubernatorial Hopeful Charles
Cragin in a debate before Lincoln County
Republicans. It all took place Wednesday,
August 11 at Newcastle’s Lincoln Academy.
Because the donkey was led, Cragin
assisted, and the debate moderated by local
Republican notable, Bob Reny, some observers
among the audience of about forty commented
that they were at first concerned the contest
would be unfair. They were later relieved to
observe, however, that the donkey did not seem
inclined to take advantage.
Actually, Jake the Donkey, who was
corralled into the issues round-up as a last
minute stand-in for Governor Joseph Brennan,
maintained a quiet gentle dignity while the
opposition galloped circles around him.
At several points during the session, the
audience, composed largely of the Grecianformula set, broke into applause and restrained,
“ Hee-Haws.”
“ You have to have a little fun in politics,”
Reny said. “ I hope the governor won’t take
offense. And I’m glad Charlie (Cragin) showed
up because I don’t know where we would have
gotten an elephant.”
Left to right: Bob Reny, Charlie Cragin, Jake the Donkey
wm mmmm

CARLETON MILLS
FABRIC OUTLET

SEW /V A C CENTER
Augusta, Maine 04330
161 Water St
tel. 622-7455

Off Route 201 at Armory Street
Gardiner, Maine
Tel. 582-6003

Mon-Fri 9-5
Sat 9-4

Sewing Machines - Vacuum Cleaners
New and Used
Expert Repair Service

A True Mill
Outlet
With Prices
to Match
WOOL for the rugbraiders and rughookers
Tubs full of wool: under 1 yard $1.29 lb.
Wool Rem nants: 1-4 yards $1.98/yd.
O ur extensive array of W oolens at $8.50
to $2.98/yd. are alw ays in stock.

Also cotton calicoes, velveteens, fake fur
and polyester doubleknits

MAINE LAND ENTERPRISES IS PROUD TO OFFER
THE FINEST HOME COMFORT CONTROL SYSTEMS
Wood/Coal - Oil - Gas - Electric
furnaces
heat pumps
air conditioners
humidifiers
electric air cleaners

Maine Land Enterprises
R t 1, W iscasset, M E 882-7882
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Maine forecast
report goes
to the laundry
“ The Governor’s office was rips-t,” said
one source close to a Maine State Planning
Office effort to produce a report on the future of
Maine’s economy. “ They were told to sit on the
report, make damned sure the ones which were
loose were marked ‘draft copy’.” An inter-office
messenger was quoted as saying that the Plan
ning Office was to get the forecast “ politically
sanitized before a final version goes out.”
Under contract to the State Employment
and Training Council of the Maine Department
of Labor, the Maine State Planning Office has
recently prepared a report entitled, THE MAINE
ECONOMY: A FORECAST TO THE YEAR
1990.
'the effort was oversighted by the Maine
Forecasting Advisory Committee which had 23
members drawn from both public and private
sectors. The purpose of the report was to aid in
such activities as job training and the decisions of
legislators affecting the states economy.
According to Advisory Committee member
Russell Libby, the report was based on the
assumption the most current trends would simply
continue. Lines were simply extended from what
we see now.”
Sounds hum-drum enough. Well then, why
all the fuss?
Apparently the report handed a few public
relations surprised both the Governor’s office
and the utility companies in the areas of em
ployment projections and energy consumption.
The report forecast unemployment in at a mere
few percent and in sectors which cause the
document to weaken the value of economic
development programs which are touted as the
hallmark of the current administration. For
example, while giving credit to the jobs crested in
shipbuilding an<j electronics the report also cites
several thousand new jobs which have been
created annually since 1970; long before any new

programs went into effect. Trends reflected in
the report indicate that while some gains have
been made in securing new jobs for Mainers they
have been significantly off-set by inmigration
and losses in other sectors. In short, while Maine
was out hunting up new business, established
employers were cutting back or going under. The
report also concluded that even when taking into
account new jobs and comparing national
trends, Maine workers lost in terms of real
earning power.
But on the section of the report which came
under heaviest criticism was a chapter on energy.
Although reportedly most committee members
categorized the energy section as “ tame, almost
timid” the offending chapter ran counter to
utility company dogma which in recent ad
vertising has tied energy growth and costs to job
and economic growth. Included in the chapter
were tables on Energy As A Percentage of AH
Production Costs, and Oil, Electricity and Other
Energy Sources as Percentages of Total Energy
Used.
Particularly fired upon was the use of the
first table which is dated 1972 — prior to the
1974 Arab Oil Embargo. Based in part on the
offending table, but including updated in
formation on manufacturing costs the chapter
concluded that “ energy was not a major cost of
doing business on the average, but may be very
important to some individual firms.” The report
lists the most energy costly products as chemicals
at 5.7%, stone, clay, and glass at 4.7% and
leather at 4.5%. Medium energy cost products
are listed as paper and painting at 4%, furniture
at 3.4%, and apparel at 2.1% followed at 1.8%
by petroleum. Also listed above 1% were food,
primary metals at 1.4% with fabricated metals at
1.2% and miscellaneous manufactured goods at
1.3%.
Low energy costs products were wood
product, rubber, non-electric machineryelectrical machinery, transportation equipment,
instruments, all at 1%. Textiles were the least
energy costly product with energy costs making
up only !/2% of all production costs.
Readers are cautioned that before these 1972
figures can be applied to any current assessment
of the propaganda battle being waged on electric

rates via TV and radio commercials several
factors have to be entered into consideration.
Among them, the rise of all energy costs since
1972, the rise of the cost of almost everything
since 1972 and the fact that the above figures are
for all energy costs of which the costs of elec
tricity are only a part. For example: in wood
products during 1979 measured as heat, oil
accounted for 41.2% of total energy used and
electricity accounted for 26.4% with other
(mostly wood and self-generated hydro) 32.4%.
Not surprisingly, petroleum refining garnered
the least amount of electricity expressed as heat
with oil accounting for 86.4% of total energy
used.
In addition to representatives of various
state agencies, members of the Maine
Forecasting Advisory Committee included: G.H.
Bass and Company, Bath Iron Works, Central
Maine Power Company, Digital Equipment
Corporation, Great Northern Paper Company,
Hill Acme Company, Augusta South Parish
Congregational Church, Maine AFL-CIO,
National Center for Economic Alternatives, Pine
Tree Legal Assistance, and Sun Savings and
Loan. Other contributors were Center for
Research and Advanced Study, Department of
Agriculture — Food and Rural Resources, Maine
Housing Authority, Mavrinac/Marsh Con
sultants, and State/University Partnership
Program.
The energy section of the report, according
to Arthur Lerman, an Augusta based planner
and consultant who has been keeping track of the
report’s progress, is subject to some valid
criticism but provides interesting food for
thought none the less. Among those who con
sider THE MAINE ECONOMY: A FORECAST
TO THE YEAR 1990 worth chewing on but not
swallowing is Central Maine Power Company.
The state’s largest utility has arranged to lend the
efforts of one of its staff to State Planning to
help straighten out what they see as the reports
failings, masticate it so to speak, thus preparing
it for public consumption.
One state official told the FOLKPAPER,
“ How the report is dealt with from this point on
is the real story.”
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‘‘Excellent'’ — Gourmet Magazine
“Wonderful” — Maine Times

e lc o m e

C?Ti/e o f B a i f

O u r H o u s e

On the W aterfront
Luncheon, Dinner and Sunday Brunch

Sunday-Thursday
.m. to midnight
Friday-Saturday
6 a.m. to 2 a.m.

Reasonable Prices
443-3036

'Just west o f the Village Green

Kennebec Place — Bar Harbor, Maine
288- 5359

The Colonial House of
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R . B U C K M IN S T E R F U L L E R :
R E M IN IS C IN G IN R O C K L A N D
“ Bucky” R. Buckminster Fuller has
gathered some unique insights over his 87 year
tenure on “ spaceship earth.” He shared his
thoughts recently with an attentive group of
admirers at Rockland’s Samoset Resort during a
three-hour August 8 informal session called an
Evening With Buckminster Fuller.
Fuller termed tjie planet “ spaceship earth“
some 54 years ago and found init new meaning
and direction for his life. Fuller told his
audience, which numbered over a hundred, that
when he was 32 he considered himself a failure
and seriously considered commiting suicide.
“ Because I was a failure at making money,” he
said with a touch of irony and a wry smile. That
bout with depression touched off a wrestling
match with some very deep questions. “ Why are
we here?” Fuller asked, and, “ What can an
individual do to make a difference in the
world?” I starting thinking of the earth as a
space ship we must run for everybody, the
spaceship earth . . . I’ve been thinking and
working like this for the past 54 years.”
Over those 54 years, Fuller worked and
became known the world over for his work in
philosophy, religion, architecture, mathematics,
invention, the planning of cities and con
temporary issues. His ability to incorporate
broad concepts in short gems of phrasing has
made him one of the most quoted of con
temporary thinkers. For example, on present-day

applications of nuclear power he compared it to
“ lighting matches in the womb.”
At Rockland, Fuller commented on the ego
which drives mankind to act and think as if it
were the center of the universe. We are invisible
people on an invisible plant. That kind of
universe isn’t interested in whether Republicans
or Democrats are elected.
Fuller remarked on man’s warlike and self
destructive tendencies. According to Fuller,
“ The production of steel and the invention of
sophisticated alloys — “ . . . made man suc
cessful at war, but not at peacetime.” “ All this
technology,” he said, “ has been used for war.”
Only after its military usefulness has been ex
ploited is it “ turned over to the public . . . to
make money, which is now the name of the
game.”
Fuller told his audience he believes that the
universe is
. . fundamentally systematic, a
tissue of recurring events, linked together in a
geometrical hierarchy, Culminating in a single,
totally interwoven scheme of things.”
R. Buckminster Fuller has recently
published Further Explorations in the Geometry
of Thinking, a book which expands on Fuller’s
view of life on “ space ship earth.” The work, in
collaboration with E.J. Applewhite, took five
years to complete. Fuller is a long-time Maine
summer resident.
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THE CANOEING CENTER

YOU JUST CAN’T BUY A BETTER STOVE

Ganoe Sales, Rentals, Accessories
ROUTE ONE WISCASSET

om m s©
m m
160 Kennedy Memorial Drive, Waterville, Maine (207) 873-4467 & 872-2315

Open 9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Mon-Sat
882-5051

South Main Street, Colebrook, New Hampshire (603) 237-4363
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Another Tim e & Place

Alvin T. Berry had a portable saw mill in
Boothbay in 1927. They logged the John Bur
nham lot as well as others near by. It was on the
John Burnham lot where the eagles had a huge
nest, and when Ethel Berry and Sumner used to
go to the store in the evenings the eagles would
swoop too close for comfort, and I’ve heard
them tell that they’d swing the gas lantern at
them to discourage an attack. And it did happen!
One of Omar “ Shorty” Kings babies was
crawling around the camp and a couple of people
remember that the eagle actually picked the baby
a couple of feet off the ground. Shorty was
nearby cutting wood for the stove, and he drove
the eagle off with his ax. I’ve talked with
Shorty’s eldest daughter and she only remembers
that her father drove the eagle. In any event, the
name of the baby was Louie.
I have been determined to get facts on one
horse pull at Damariscotta Fair. I’ve talked with
lots of people the past few years and no one knew
the owner of the third team entered in the
sweepstakes.
H.T. Hart had a pair of strawberry roans
weighing 2500 each, A.T. Berry had a pair of
blacks weighing a ton each. One of the blacks
was Diamond and the other was either Duke or
Don, and I have more reason to believe it was
Don.
The officials required a third team in order
to hold the contest. There was a man listening to
the talk, and he suggested that if they’d hold up
the event for a while he’d go get his team; they
were on a pulp lot in Warren. His team had no
business competing in that class since they
weighed 31 or 32 hundred the pair. He said that
he didn’t have to pull — just hooking on the drag
qualified him for third money.
After a little while, the team came in on a

by Carroll E Gray

Halver Allen Hart with the sweepstakes team, Charlie & King with Archie Landens, driver and trainer. This
team won the sweepstakes in 1932 and 1933. Weighing 2500 pounds each, they hauled a load of 9500 lbs.
(Photo loaned by grandaughter Rebecca Jones of Warren.)
platform truck, and it was quite obvious that
they’d been working. They were mud clear to
their ears. The horses were unloaded and the
owner suggested that they draw for position and
that he wasn’t going to pull anyway, that if the
contest was between the big teams he’s only spoil
the footing. The officials wouldn’t agree. He’d
draw for positions just like the rest. Hart pulled
first, the little pulled second and he pulled fifteen
feet one inch. I don’t recall that I’ve ever seen a
more honest team than that pair of iron Greys
(blue roans). There wasn’t room to get a ten
quart pail under their bellies! In those days they
used whips and he used one. It was one of those
that they sold at the souvenir stands - red and
white braided. No harder than he used it I could
stand having it on my butt! Mr. Berry had to
drive his team to beat them out of second place.
I’m quite sure that it was less than a foot ad
vantage.
I’ve been asking questions about this pair of

blue roans since sometime back in the late sixties.
The pull took place in 1933, according to Ethel
Berry. She had a daughter three years old that
had pneumonia the same year that Mr. Berry lost
the Don horse soon after that pull. Sumner had
told me that.
It was suggested that I call Leonard Kelly of
Pittston — he’d know if anyone would. You
must imagine what a thrill of relief when he
answered my question almost before I finished.
George Record. He came into that region from
no one knows where, operated on pulp for a few
years and left — no one seems to know where to.
Mr. Kelly remembers the pull well — how
that wonderful team would load on a truck by
themselves as a team and turn together facing
backwards! I remember them as weighing 31
hundred — Mr. Kelly thought 32 hundred. They
had the heart and power of a ton each.
Next month — Elmer Wentworth and A1
Tracy.

RICHARD MACDONALD
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Lance Tapley’s capitol report

Legislators on paper company junkets
by Lance Tapley
Should legislators who are important to the
fate of legislation affecting paper companies
accept the annual gift of a week’s entertainment
and deer hunting in a comfortable papercompany lodge ih the north woods? Is it even
legal for them to do so?
“ We go to sport a little,” admitted
Caribou’s Rep. Philip Peterson about his annual
deer-hunting trip to International Paper’s lodge
on Fourth Musquacook Lake. The last two
autumns he was accompanied by Sen. James
McBrearity, also from Caribou,and Sen.
Andrew Redmond of Madison. All are
Republicans.
McBrearity is chairman of the legislature’s
energy and natural resources committee, the
panel most important to the pap'er companies.
Redmond is chairman of fisheries and wildlife,
another key community.
Redmond also sits on energy and natural
resources; McBrearity is chairman of the audit
and program review committee, which oversees
departments that regulate paper-company ac
tivity; and Peterson sits on both audit and
program review and fisheries and wildlife.
“ It’s a nice place,” Peterson said of the
lodge, which is reachable by air or by papercompany roads. “ It isn’t all play,” he main
tained, pointing out that last year they got a tour
of a tree-limbing machine “ as big as a
locomotive.”
Peterson, who says the other paper com
panies entertain legislators in similar fashion,
sees nothing wrong with the trips and doesn’t
believe any legislator refrains from voting on
legislation because of them. For example, he has
voted to support state spraying of the spruce
budworm on paper-company land.
In 1981 loyybist disclosure reports, IP’s

lobbyist Ben Pike, the host of these trips, listed
60 bills in the legislature the company had an
interest in. Also in these reports are details of
expenses for food and beverages for each
“ woods tour and hunting trip.” By listing ex
penses on lobbyist reports, it is clear the com
pany had lobbying in mind.
The laws of Maine declare that a legislative
“ conflict of interest shall include . . . where a
legislator . . . accepts gifts, other than campaign
contributions duly recorded as required by law,
from persons affected by legislation.”
The law says that a legislator is not supposed
to vote on legislation where he has a conflict of
interest. When the legislator does vote, however,
the law only provides that someone may com
plain to the Commission on Governmental
Ethics and Election Practices. If the commission
decides a conflict of interest has occurred, then it
reports to the legislature, which may or may not
censure the legislator.
When the trips were brought to the attention
of James Bowie, an assistant attorney general
assigned to the secretary of state’s office and the
former staff person of the governmental ethics
commission, he showed little interest in pursuing
the matter. “ It’s been going on for along time,”
he said. “ It’s always been looked at as something
legislators do to inform themselves.”
Sometimes the trips are taken at other
seasons. Rep. Paul Jacques, a Waterville
Democrat, told of one taken early last summer to
the IP lodge along with Rep. Edward Dexter, a
Republican from Kingfield, and Rep. Charles
Webster, a Farmington Democrat. Both Jacques
and Dexter sit on energy and natural resources.
They were flown up on a company plane
and were taken around to see company cutting
operations, Jacques said. Although he admitted
the lodge was a “ beautiful place,” he said “ it
was hot, dusty and the flies were thick. If
anybody thinks that was a gift, I’ve got news for
them.”

(M A K E IT T W O )
Employers take note: Hard as it may be to
believe: Giving your employees and yourself a
workbreak will save you money by increasing
productivity!
For maximum productivity, two work
breaks in a day are better than one, reports
Motor Magazine. Citing recent studies the
magazine reports that for an eight-hour day the
two best break times are two hours after the start
of the day and two hours before quitting time. In
jobs requiring intense concentration, a third
break may yield even higher productivity.

S H E L T E R
3 8 CENTERSTREET
BATH, MAI NE 045 3 0
T42-79:*8
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Monday Night Classes
Begin Sept. 28

Browse in Our Garden Shop For Natural Foods, and Vitamins, Maine Honey
and Maple Syrup, Houseplants, Fresh Flowers, Bird Feeders and Bird Food.
WE HAVE SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE!

Learn To Design and Build
Your Own House or Upgrade
Your Present Structure.
Write or Give Us A Call.

ROUTE 27 BOOTHBAY HARBOR PHONE 633-5020
OPEN SEVEN DAYS MON-SAT 8-5:30 SUN 10-5:30

The Maine

G IV E M E A B R E A K

“ Students spend hours juggling blueprints, calculators and
carpenters’ tools in a world of brick-walled classrooms and
wood-burning stoves. Despite the casual atmosphere, the
program is rigorous.”
TIME Magazine

We Have A
Fall Sale On Most Of Our Plants At
^ - CONLEY’S GARDEN CENTER &
x BOOTHBAY HARBOR.
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Last month THE MAINE FOLKPAPER
carried the story of Bill Berube’s hassle with the
law over a question of just w.iat has to appear on
license plates. Berube had changed “ vacation
land” to “ radiation land.”
To Berube it’s a freedom of speech issue.
Not to Rodney Quinn, Maine’s Secretary of
State, it isn’t.
In an August 13th Maine Times article
Quinn is quoted as describing it as a
“ chickenshit” issue. “ If he leaves it blank,” said
Quinn, “ we would have no problem. But sup
pose he wanted to put horseshit land or
whorehouse land? The question is, at what point
does it stop being a Maine license plate?”
Given that Secretary of State Quinn’s
remarked are accurately quoted (as public
statements) and given that some lines can be
drawn between what is vulgar usage and what is
poor advertising, a better question might be at
what point does free speech become a license? or
better yet. . .
At what point in his speech does a Secretary
of State stop being a Maine Secretary of State?

IN S T IT U T E

Fall Is A Good Time To Plant Trees,
Shrubs, Evergreens.

FREEDOM OF
W H O SE SPEECH ?
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by Ruth E. Dennett
Editor, M y Country

W hite mountain
blue grass
White Mountain Bluegrass, based in
Portsmouth, New Hampshire, is one of the most
popular bluegrass bands in the northeast. They
play festivals, clubs, concerts and private parties
throughout the northeast and Canada.
White Mountain Bluegrass is made up of
Mac and Hazel MacGee, their sons Herman and
Keith, Smokey Va1 on fiddle and Roger Williams
on dobro.
Mac MacGee was born in Wray, Georgia.
He has three brothers and sisters. One of his
brothers plays guitar, and his mother played the
piano. Mac learned to love the traditional
country music from listening to the Grand Ole
Opry every Saturday night. He was raised in a
very religious family, and this helped to develop
his deep feeling and love for gospel music. As a
young boy, Mac picked cotton and worked in the
fields.
In 1949 Mac moved to Boston, Mass., where
he had a brother living and he worked for a shortx
time in that area. He later moved to Phoenix,
New York and started working in the paper mill.
It was during this period of time that he
started thinking about music seriously. He was
looking for other musicians to play with and
friends told him about Hazel’s family. It was
through this mutual love of music that Mac and
Hazel met.
Hazel was born in Armathwaite, Tennessee.
Her father passed away when she was only five,
and the family moved to Phoenix, New York.
Hazel has very fond memories of her very strict
religious up-bringing, and remembers her
grandmother, grandfather, aunt and mother
singing gospel music in church. This was done
without any instrumentation at all, and her
grandfather would blow his pitchpipe, they
\Vould all hum and then start singing. Hazel also
participated in the church singing, along with her
sister. Her mother and two uncles also per
formed with a country band, and she would sing
with them at different shows in the local area.
Mac and Hazel were married in 1957 and
moved to Florida and theft back to New York. It
wasn’t long before they settled in New Hamp
shire, and they have made that their home for
over 20 years now.
They are justifiably proud of their three
sons, Herman, Keith and Kevin.

Herman, who is 23, started playing the
guitar when he was 12. He can play several in
struments, and regularly plays the banjo with the
band. Herman and his wife, Karen, live in
Kensington, New Hampshire. He has been a
regular member of White Mountain Bluegrass
for seven years.
Kevin, who is 22, will be getting married in
August. He plays the mandolin very well, but has
no interest in a music career.
Keith, who is 16, will be a junior in high
school this fall. He has been playing the man
dolin for about a year now, and appears with
White Mountain Bluegrass frequently.
It was in the early 1970’s that Roger Green
from Silver Spring, Maryland, was stationed at
Pease Air Force Base in New Hampshire, and he
was the inspiration for Mac and Hazel turning to
bluegrass music. Prior to this time they had
worked primarily with country bands. After
spending many long hours at home practicing
and perfecting their style, they started playing
out in public, and thus the beginning of White
M ountain Bluegrass. Hazel states that
throughout the years they have had several
different musicians working with them, but each
has done his part in making the band what it is
today.

Ulle have everything you'll need.
Bock to school in style and warm th.

Floorcloths

The original members of the band were Mac
and Hazel, Sam Garrish on mandolin, Joe
Pomerleau on fiddle, Bob Frost on banjo and
Jeff Lynd on bass. As with all groups, there have
been numerous personnel changes through the
years. During the mid-1970’s Tim Farrell, wellknown fiddle player, worked with White
Mountain Bluegrass.
Smokey Val has been working with White
Mountain Bluegrass for five years. He is
recognized as one of the finest fiddle players in
the northeast. He lives in Biddeford, Maine, with
his wife, Simone. They have a son and two
daughters.
Roger Williams has been playing dobro with
White Mountain Bluegrass now for .over two
years. Both of Roger’s parents were professional
musicians. His father played the steel, and his
mother played the staftd-up bass. The first band
that Roger played with was Don Stover. He has
two daughters, and he and his wife, Carol, live in
Danville, New Hampshire.
Anyone interested in booking White
Mountain Bluegrass should call Mac and Hazel
at 603-431-4349.

hand stencilled canvas
floorcoverings practical and durable

Wool, UUashable Wool Blends,
Patterns, Needles, Inspiration!

Send $2.00 for our new color brochure to:
PEMAQUID FLOORCLOTHS
Pemaquid, Maine 04558
Or visit our new shop on Route 32
in Round Pond, Maine
(207) 529-5633 or 677-2659

76 W E S T R I V E R R O A D
W A T E R V I L L E , M A I N E 04901
$5.00 per year

Send check or money order to
MY COUNTRY, Ruth E. Dennett, editor

Knitting and weaving classes
start in Sept. Call for details.

Blue Ox Community Store
PENELOPES
WEB

134 Front Street^ Bath', Maine

Mon.-Sat. 10-5

Senior Citizens Shop as Members
Healthful Snacks for Children
Complete Line of Natural Foods

,.4 9 9 Hammond St.
Banqor, Maine 04401
945-6392
Tue-Sat 10-4
T. Th. & Fri. till 6

(207) 443-2213
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Another, “Letter from Backtrack Crossing”

S h o o tin g rats
Backtrack Crossing, Maine
August 1982
Well Ray:
Been quite a spell since we heard airy a
squeak outa ya, them editorializers must be
runnin ya some hard. We know it’s your turn to
write but you been kinda slow and we got a
problem up at the Crossin that won’t wait on
bein perlite. Me n’ the boys figgured that you,
bein a writer an all, could whop us out a good
stiff letter to them politicians down to Augusta
an get some action.
*
‘Tall started 2 year ago when them en
vironment protecting boys down to Augusta
come up here an told Herb that our dump warn’t
legal. Well you know Herb, he’s the only one in
town foolish enuff to want to be selectman, an he
ain’t too swift sometimes. Anyway Herb tole em
that we’d fix it up right off quick. Herb told us
all about this sanitry landfill at the town meeting
an said we gotta clean up the dump fer the state
regerlations.
Well you know we got a nice little dump,
taint much but its mostly ourn. Theys a bit of
stuff from the folks up in the gore, an some
damn good pickin now an agin from them
summercators down to th pond. Well dontcha
know when Herb says we gotta cover that all up
with dirt every day they was some works. After
the hollerin was over we got Herb to agree to a
day’s grace for picking afore they covered it up.
We din’t figure that was too, bad since nobodys
got any squeak comin if they can’t do a good
pickin in a whole day. We didn think too much
bout the whol thing til it started raisin hell with
the rats. Well you know that dump had a nice
crop of rats and they wuz regular too. When we
went along with this damfool landfill nobody
thought about the rats. That wuz an undersight
allright an don’t you know it. Them rats was the

best thing in town since they got a flush toilet
down to the store.
Remember when the Brewers got burned out
an we raised money fer them with the rat rodeo?
Well we was all sharpened up with shooting rats
offn’on but. that rodeo was a real barn burner.
Charley down ta the store put up a jackin light as
first prize an at a buck a head we got up near a
hundred fer the Brewers an everybody had a
good time at the judgin down ta the store. Well,
there was that hassle about which won the prize,
most rats or the biggest, but we settled that when
Ben give a sack of taters for t’other winner.
Well dontcha know them rat rodeos been
right good fun since then, leastaways till we
started messin with the dump. Didn’t take long
to notice that all that backin an fillin did in the
rats. So a bunch of us took Porky’s pulp truck
down ta Augusta to talk about the rat problem
but them bureaucrats didn’t pay no never mind.
Fust thing was they couldnt figger out what the
rat problem was an they got reaftight when we
give em the idea that we wanted the rats back. No
way with that idea.
Well twarn’t a total loss cuz the rats moved
in around the house as we still got some shootin
from the kitchen window, but it aint the same as
a good dump shoot. Charley over next door ain’t
too good at seein since the heifer stepped on his
store glasses and he been usin a shotty gun fer the
rats, well t’other night he seed a big un in the hen
pen and blowed away three layers along with the
rat. His 12 bores’ some scattery with them store

loads. And none of us mind em around the barn
but we got some godawful rain last spring an
them rats moved right in with us. Had a good un
a while back, a real toad strangler comin down in
buckets, an them rats moved up outa the cellar
an set up in the kitchen. We did real good with
the single shot til I messed up Ma’s best dough
bowl an she put er foot down real hard.
Well Ray, the point is that it ain’t no fun
shootin rats lessn theys a good dump to shoot em
in, and them dam bureaucrats wrecked our dump
with these foolish regerlations. I been readin
about the Washington bosses in the Bangor
paper and this here movie actor’s got some good
ideas bout gettin govmint offen our backs,
course he ain’t too swift about it but we figgured
you could write bout our problem to this feller
Watt. Hes a mean soundin little varmint by all
accounts but iffen you need some lawyerin theres
nothing like a real weasel to get what yer want. If
this guy Watt can get the oil companies all this
free govermint land and give away all them parks
to the loggin companies maybe he could get us
our dump back the way it was. So me’n the boys
was hopin you could write a real good letter to
this Jim Watt an see if he could help us out. Iffen
he’ll help us we’ll promise to make him guest of
honnor at our first rat rodeo. You can tell him
that, seems like rats ud be somethin he’d like
right off the bat.
see ya
George

T O AUGUSTA
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Retail Outlet
Cedar Barrels and Tubs of all Sizes
Open 9-5 seven days a week
U.S. Route One, Warren Maine
Visit us at the Common Ground Fair, then we close for the season.

WARREN BARREL COMPANY
SEPTEMBER
SALE
Hibertg ®nol QJo.

j.M.Cappelletti
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• Custom Homes
• Renovating & Retrofitting
• Finish Carpentry & Cabinetry
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For 2000 lucky people, September 1982 will be
a month to remember. It’s the month of the moose
hunt, and while those 2000 hunters wait for
September 20 with eager anticipation, and
thousands more hunters turn green with envy,
there is another group that sits at home and
seethes with anger and frustration at what they
term the “slaughter” of one thousand of Maine’s
only official State Animal.
So once again we will be hearing from the
defenders of a valid wildlife management tool and
the opponents of cruel and unnecessary venery.
S.A.M.’s position is clearly on the side of the
moose hunt and with good reason.
Moose have been around Maine for as far back
as anyone knows and for years provided an
important food source to Indians and Europeans
alike. Market hunting and habitat destruction
severely depleted the herd, and eventually seasons
and bag limits were enacted. Moose hunts
continued in Maine until 1935, when it became
necessary to call a halt, and that was the situation
until 1980 when an experimental season was held
in northern Maine.
What happened to cause the change of heart? In
the southern part of the state —nothing. That’s
why, though th^re is a significant moose
population there, no season is proposed. In the
northern part of the state, however, modern
cutting practices are creating ideal moose habitat.
So ideal, in fact, that the moose population is
growing as never before. Where once there were
relatively few moose, there are now 15,000 20,000, more than at ay time since white settlers
arrived here.
One thing, though, should be made clear. No
one, not S.A.M., and not the Fish & Wildlife De
partment, claims there are too many moose. If
there were, it would be too late to do anything
about it anyway. The carrying capacity of an area,
that is the number of animals that can survive
there and stay healthy, can be determined by
studying such factors as growth patterns, age
composition, and the health of individual
animals. Examination of moose harvested during
the 1980 experimental season provided the initial
informatio for the study. Biologists do know that
if moose are allowed to overpopulate, the food
supply in the range is exhausted, and starvation
results. The destruction of habitat lowers the
carrying capacity of the range and you actually
end up with fewer total moose than you would
have if some were harvested by hunting.
That’s what’s so difficult to explain to an antihunter. Killing moose equals more moose. But
that concept was proven in Vermont where
emotional arguments kept a “bucks only” law for
deer on the books too long. The herd increased
beyond the capability of the habitat to support it,
the size of the deer in the herd diminished
measurably, and eventually massive starvation
reduced the herd to its lowest point in twenty
years!
A really fascinating aspect of the moose debate
is that no one, not even the most ardent anti
moose hunter, claims that killing 1000 moose a
year will decimate the herd. That’s because the
present herd could stand an all-cause mortality
rate of 20-25% and still remain healthy and able to
replace that number each year.

In addition to the sound management practices
involved, there are great economic benefits to
utilizing this renewable resource. The most
obvious is added income for the Department of
Inland Fisheries and Wildlife. This year, over
60,000 people applies for moose hunting permits.
This, plus licenses and permit fees, will net the
Department over $400,000 that can be used to
benefit every outdoorsman in the state. Plus,
those 2000 lucky hunters and companions, 200 of
them non-residents, will spend considerable
money in Maine on food, lodging, guides,
clothing, meat processing, etc., bringing a boost to
the economies of many small towns in the
northern hunting zone. Also, the moose killed
during the 1980 season provided over 300,000
pounds of meat to Maine residents. Now there is
an economic benefit!
So moose hunting won’t hurt the herd, and it’s
beneficial economically. So what’s the objection?
My guess is that many people opposed to moose
hunting are against all hunting. Even though they
realize, or should realize, it’s a necessary wildlife
management tool. People have just screwed up the
environment too much to let nature take its
course. Natural predators have disappeared, and
habitat is destroyed daily by every one of us,
directly or indirectly. For its own good, wildlife
needs to be managed, that is, it needs population
control.

Those who are not opposed to all hunting, just
moose hunting, generally complain that it just
isn’t “sporting”. Well, this is a real value
judgment, isn’t it? Buying a dead chicken at the
grocery store isn’t “sporting”. Neither is
necessary, either. What people really don’t like, is
that some of us would enjoy shooting a moose.
How horrible! How could anyone enjoy killing a
defenseless animal? Well, for one thing, it beats
buying that dead chicken or killing that pig. And
the hunter is simply utilizing a resource that’s
renewable. Besides —what kinds of things do you
enjoy? I’ll bet you do things for fun that not
everyone would aprove of, right? How about a
little tolerance for a time-honored Maine
tradition, then.
Remember, you simply cannot “save” moose
over and above the habitat limitations in an area.
To make that attempt is unfair to the moose,
unfair to the hunter, unfair to those with an
interest in wildlife, and a complete waste of a
valuable Maine resource.
S.A.M. will continue to promote a reasonable
legal hunting season for moose. We urge you to
join us. Save Maine’s only official state animal
and listen to reason -- keep the season.

by David F. Allen
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SPORTSMAN’S ORGANIZATION IN THE STATE.

SAM NEEDS YOU - YOU NEED SAM

SAM is tbs only group
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Join TODAY

I wish to HELP SAM’s efforts through: □ Joining □ Making a Gift :
looking out for the interest of sll
□ An individual membership (Still $6 per year from date)
j
□ A family membership (Still $10 per year from date — includes ]
children under 18 — include names)
Continued firearms possession and \

use by the lew abiding
Continued hunting, fishing, trap
ping and other outdoor activities.
Full-time opposition to those who
would take away our outdoor heri
tage.

NAME: ________________________________________________ ________________
’

Mailing address:
Send to: SAM, Box 2783, Augusta, ME 04330
(O ffice: 240 Hospital S t, Augusta/Chelsea townline)
NOTE: Advise if a gift and we’ll do the rest

— full-time lobbyist * 10 Issu es of the SAM News to keep you informed.
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Maine vital statistics trace changes
According to Human Services Com
missioner Michael R. Petit the recently com
pleted 1980 Maine Vital Statistics show a natural
increase (the difference between births and
deaths) of 419 and a net inward migration of
4,735.
York County had the largest increase of
28,090 or 25.2 percent. Natural increase ac
counted for 6,565 and migration accounted for
21,525.
Only Aroostook County lost population. In
the last decade, it look 2.9 percent of its people,
or 2,747. The natural increase of 8,656 was offset
by a net outward-migration of 11,403 people.
The state’s increase totalled 13.2 percent or
131,305 people, which^ gave Maine a total
population of 1,125,027, the largest population
in the state’s history. Migration accounted for
75,613 people and the natural increase accounted
for 55,692.
1980 showed that Maine continues to have
one of the lowest neonatal death rates in the
nation. The vital statistics show that Maine has a
resident neonatal death rate of 5.9 per 1,000 live
births.
Infant deaths have steadily declined since
the turn of the century when more than one
quarter of the State’s infants died before
completing their first year. The neonatal death
rate appears to level off at less than 6 deaths per
1,000 live births. Neonatal refers to the First four
weeks of life.
There were 16,474 resident live births for 1980
for a birth rate of 14.6 per 1,000 people. The
birth rate has remained below 15 per 1,000 since
1974.
Out-of-wedlock births to Maine mothers
represented 13.8 percent of all births. With the

exception of 1971, the percent of out-of-wedlock
births has increased every year since 1960. From
1930 to 1960, the out-of-wedlock births averaged
less than 3.5 percent of all births.
There were 12,040 marriages in 1980, still
below the all-time record of 12,827 set in 1946.
The number of divorces occurring in Maine
increased slightly from 6,158 in 1979 to 6,189 in
1980. Grounds for divorce are changing. In 1980,
“ differences” were the legal grounds in 90
percent of the divorces, with cruelty being .
grounds in 9.7 percent of the cases. Ten years
ago, 98 percent of the divorces were granted on
“ cruelty” grounds.
In 1970, the wife was granted the divorce in
81 percent of the cases; whereas in 1980, she was
the plaintiff in 70 percent of the cases. The
average duration of marriages ending in divorce
in 1980 was 6.4 years, with the second year being
the peak year for divorces.
Induced abortions occurring in Maine in
creased 1.6 percent over the previous year with
4,027 reported. 3,594 of these abortions were to
Maine residents. The counties with the highest
resident induced abortion ratios were Cum
berland (312 per 1,000 live births), Penobscot
(229), and Hancock (297). Aroostook County
had the lowest ratio (118 per 1,000 live births).
No significant changes were reported in the
overall death rate. In 1980, 10,768 deaths were
reported for a rate of 9.6 per 1,000 people. Since
1900, deaths have averaged between 10,000 and
12,000 each year, although the population has
increased 62 percent from 694,466 to 1,125,027.
For the sixth year in Maine’s history, no
mothers died during childbirth.

Never mind the
potassium iodide
pass me a beer
Sweden, New Brunswick, Canada and some
states are distributing Potassium Iodide tablets
to residents within the Emergency Planning
Zones of nuclear power stations. The pills which
are to be taken in the event of a nuclear accident
provide a person’s thyroid gland with a
saturation dose of potassium iodide, thereby
preventing most absorption of the radioactive
isotope, Iodine 131. Iodine 131 is one of literally
hundreds of radioactive elements (and one of the
most abundant) which could be released in a
power plant accident and except for damage to
the thyroid glands of infants both born and
unborn one which causes results most easily
remedied. It must, however, be taken 4 hours
before exposure in order to be effective (not four
hours after as erroneously reported in some
Maine media). Iodine 131 does have harmful side
effects in some individuals. That fact coupled
with “ generating unnecessary concern,” are
reasons cited by some health officials for not
recommending distribution at about 75 cents per
person to the general public. Iodine 131 is a
prescription item and not readily available
through most drugstores.
Some observers have, we suspect tongue-incheek, suggested that ordinary unpasturized beer
or home-brew may provide a much more
palatable (and pallitive) substance to slow down
the uptake of some radioactive substances which
would be tossed around in a nuclear station
steam explosion.
Now beer lovers, Carol L. Brierly in a recent
Scientific American article on microbiologic
mining reports that common beer yeast Saccharmyces cerevisiae also has an affinity for the
(heavier than lead) uranium binding to its hide
concentrations of up to 15% of dry cell weight.
While protecting themselves against a less
likely contaminant, beer drinkers say some
observers, would have the advantage of being
able to stay in a more or less constant state of
psychological and chemical preparedness. Talk
continues to circulate in the mid-coast area of
petitioning Civil Emergency Preparedness to
distribute “ six-packs” to evacuation zone
residents on a “ more or less regular basis.”
In Related News, recent findings by two
Oak Ridge National Laboratory scientists,
Starling E. Shumate II and Gerald W. Stran•dberg show an even more astounding uptake of
Uranium by micro-organisms. One, a common
soil and water bacterium Pseudomonas
aeruginosa, accumulated close to 100 milligrams
of uranium per liter of solution in less than ten
seconds. Because only 44% of the cells ac
cumulate uranium, the researchers calculate that
up to 56% of the dry weight of the cells becomes
uranium. According to the team the mechanism
that drives the cells to commit suicide is yet a
mustery.

W e g iv e tasting p a rtie s

in a n d b ro w se

CO flS B e ^
Largest Selection of Fine Wines - Cheeses - Beers - Gourmet Delicacies
We prepare and package picnics, lunches, dinners, parties and buffets for 2 to 200.
Mon. - Sat. 9a.m . to midnight

Union St. at the head of the Harbor ■
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G e ttin g th e m to p a y

Sen. George Mitchell reports

T r e a ty to p ro te ct A tla n tic S a lm o n

Child support

APPROVED BY SENATE COMMITTEE
August 10, 1982, Washington, D.C. — U.S.
Senator George J. Mitchell announced Tuesday
that an international treaty to prevent the
overharvesting of North Atlantic Salmon on the
high seas was approved by the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee, and forwarded to the
Senate for ratification.
The treaty, called the Convention for the
Conservation of Salmon in the North Atlantic
Oceas, was approved in February by an in
ternational negotiating team of representatives
of nations bordering on the North Atlantic. It
prohibits salmon fishing beyond 12 miles of a
country’s coastline, with the exception of West
Greenland, where fishing will be permitted
within 40 miles of the coast, and Denmark’s
Faroe Islands, where fishing is allowed within
200 miles of the islands.
Three commissions would be established
under the treaty, to propose conservation
regulations on salmon, and to oversee
restoration efforts. The U.S. and Canada would
be part of the same North Atlantic Commission,
and would also be members of the West
Greenland Commission.
Overfishing of North Atlantic Salmon,
particularly in their common feeding ground in
Davis Strait between Greenland and Baffin
Islands, resulted in a serious decline of salmon
returning to their spawning grounds both in
Maine rivers and in European rivers. Mitchell
said the treaty culminates three years of
negotiating by the United States to establish a
conservation and management system for North
Atlantic Salmon.

Y o u r o w n fo re s t o r
C h ris tm a s tre e fa rm
can be started as quickly and easily
as planting our fast growing ever
green seedlings and transplants.
Given the best care we can pro
vide and the finest growing con
ditions nature has available, our
planting stock is perfectly suited to
making your idle land productive.

In anticipation of the Committee’s con
sideration of the treaty, Mitchell earlier this week
wrote to all members of the Committee, urging
their support. “ Since 1976, no mechanism has
existed under which the annual catch of salmon
on the high seas can be effectively controlled,”
he wrote. “ The Convention before the Com
mittee fills this legal and jurisdictional void.”
Mitchell said the treaty “ is an important
element in an effort” to reverse the declining
numbers of salmon returning to Maine rivers to
spawn. “ This effort has been in existence in the
State of Maine since 1948, when the Maine
Legislature established the Maine Sea Run
Salmon Commission. The purpose of this
commission is to promote, design, and direct the
construction of fish runs on rivers which can
support the Atlantic Salmon. Thanks to the hard
work of this commission, private organizations,
sportsmen, Maine-based industries and the
Federal government, Maine now has substantial
salmon runs on eight major waterways: the
Union, Narraguagus, Dennys, Machias, East
Machias, Pleasant, Sheepscot and Penobscot
Rivers.”
The treaty “ will permit U.S. salmon
restoration efforts to go forward,-and will insure
that future generations here and in Europe have
the opportunity to . . . wisely harvest this
magnificant fish,” Mitchell wrote.
The treaty must be ratified by all par
ticipating nations before December 31 of this
year.

NON WELFARE SUPPORT COLLECTIONS
STRENGTHENED
A stronger law to aid single parents in
collecting court-ordered child support payments
became effective on July 13 according to Human
Services Commissioner Michael R. Petit.
The Support Enforcement and Location
Unit (SELU) of the Department of Human
services traditionally provides help to eligible
single parents in collecting child support;
Maine’s efforts to collect child support for
welfare recipients has been very successful with
over $6.7 million being realized in the past year.
These collections have reduced the cost of
Maine’s AFDC program.
“ The recently approved law allows SELU to
use administrative remedies rather than returning
to court to locate absent parents, enforce support
obligations, and determine paternity on behalf of
persons who do not receive AFDC,” according
to Colburn Jackson, director of the Depart
ment’s Child Support activities. There is a
modest fee for this service. Interested individuals
should contact their nearest Human Services
Office listed in the telephone directory under
‘Maine, State o f for additional program in
formation.

pasauatt m
Brute p o w er with
Pasquali Tractors are compact and maneuverable with the same features as the bigger, more
expensive tractors. Fuel is less than half that of a similar class gasoline engine. Quality and
consequently, durability are built into each part that makes up this tractor. With the Pasquali
you have a real tractor for small acreage farmers, hobby farmers, landscapers, nurseries,
municipalities and the second tractor on a “ Big Tractor” farm. Following are some highlights of
this tractor:

Take the first step and
send for our free catalog today.
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4-wheel drive
Air cooled diesel engine
Front differential lock
Articulation in the middle
9 speeds forward . . . 3 reverse
Speeds from .37 mph to 15.22 mph
540 PTO . . . 750 PTO . . . Ground speed PTO
Over 150 implements to fit tractor

PR O SPECT EQUIPMENT S A L E S
Authorized Pasquali Tractor Dealers
DOUG JA C K SO N

DON JA C K SO N

Nichols Road
Prospect

East Storer Pond Road
North Waldoboro

567-4182 Day or Night
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COMMON CA U SE
• T H E IR C A S E •
In 1981 Maine voters approved a bond issue which included money
for the Bath Iron Works a subsidiary of Congoleum Corporation. Did
we unknowingly vote for something illegal, in fact, unconstitutional?
Maine Common Cause, the citizens lobby has reason to believe we
did. In defense of the principal that privte profit-making businesses
should not be selected for support with tax dollars, Maine Common
Cause has presented the case to the Maine Supreme Court.
What are their arguements?
Here presented in full by Common Cause through a cooperative
agreement with the Maine Folkpaper is the organizations complete le
gal Supreme Court legal brief. It summarizes their arguments so that
you the reader, can judge the issue for yourself.

STATE OF MAINE
Kennebec, SS
Supreme Judicial Court
Superior Court
Sitting as the Law Court
Docket No. 82-177
Docket No. KEN-82-208
! COMMON CAUSE, HOWARD M. TROTSKY,
CRAIG S. BROWN, A. KEITH CARRERO,
LLOYD D. CARVER, JEANNETTE P.
DAVIS, ORLANDO E. DELOGU, WAYNE T.
DODGE, DONALD B. EDDY, ELSIE RAY
FANNING, ROBERT E. GREELEY, SAMUEL
HUGHES, ALVIN M. MOSS, JOHN C.
RESENBRINK, AND HOWARD G. VIRGIN,
PLAINTIFFS — APPELLANTS
vs.
THE STATE OF MAINE, JOSEPH E.
BRENNAN, GEORGE N. CAMPBELL,
SAMUEL D. SHAPIRO, THE CITY OF
PORTLAND, AND BATH IRON WORKS
CORPORATION,
DEFENDANTS — APPELLANTS
BRIEF OF APPELLANTS
Joseph Steinberger
Counsel for Plaintiffs-Appellants
48 Winthrop Street
Augusta, Maine 04330
August 2, 1982
TABLE OF CONTENTS
The Facts
The Issue
The Argument
TABLE OF CASES
AND AUTHORITIES
81A Corpus Juris Secondum 205
“ Legal Limitations on Public Inducements to
Industrial Plant Location” 559 Col. L. Rev.,
618,(1959.)
Opinion of the Justices, 58Me. 607 (1851).
Allen v. Jay, 60 Me. 124 (1872).
Brewer Brick v. Brewer, 62 Me. 62 (1873).
Brown v. Gerald, 100 Me. 351 (1905).
Opinion of the Justices, 118 Me., 503 (1919).
Opinion of the Justices, 161 Me., 182(1965).
Marbury v. Madison, 1 Cran^h 37, 2 L. Ed. 60
(1803).
Loan Association v. Topeka, 87 U.S. 655
(1874).

THE FACTS
The State of Maine has agreed to give the
Bath Iron Works Corporation 20.1 million
dollars as an inducement to locate a shipyard in
Portland Maine. This is the central fact of this
case.
The Immediate Historical Context.
In recent years states have increasingly
offered low interest loan financing and special
tax advantages to corporations in order to lure
them away from other states which are then
tempted to follow suit in a spiraling competition
between states for industrial plant location. State
governments begin to appear more as supplicants
than sovereignties. No state, however, has yet
gone so far as Maine has now gone. No state has
before now offered a corporation cash from the
public treasury without a requirement that it be
repaid. (Testimony of Roger Vaughan and
Michael Barker, Transcript, May 6, 1982, p. 2066.)
The Basis of this Action
Because the State of Maine’s agreement to
give a cash inducement to the Bath Iron Works
Corporation can only be fulfilled by resorting to
the taxation of the people of Maine, Common
Cause and others have brought this action as
taxpayers, asserting and defending our right not
to be taxed to provide capital for the Bath Iron
Works Corporation. We maintain that the
government of the State of Maine has no right to
use the coercive power of taxation for that
purpose. We seek from the Maine Supreme
Judicial Court a reaffirmation of the con
stitutional protections of citizens against such
private use of the tax power. Great economic and
political pressures threaten today to erase en
tirely the distinction between what is public and
what is private in order to allow the machinery of
government to be used for the private gain of
those powerful few who can play state against
state and threaten -economic harm to those that
resist. Ultimately the consequence is to destroy
the very concept of private property and free
enterprise. There can be no free enterprise if new
and struggling enterprises are taxed to support
established and powerful ones.

—

Bath Iron Works Corporation and the State of
Maine
This is a case in point. The Bath Iron Works
Corporation is Maine’s largest employer and
largest manufacturer. It wields great economic
and political power in Maine. Its purely private
decisions can have an enormous impact on the
Maine economy. Yet the Bath Iron Works
Corporation is a wholly-owned subsidiary of the
Congoleum Corporation, a large conglomerate
whose board of directors makes these decisions
for Maine from a board room in another state.
Congoleum is a privately held corporation.
Congoleum stock is not sold publicly and its
operating statistics, i.e., sales, profits, assets,
etc., are not made public. In the court below,
Congoleum vehemently and successfully
defended its right to keep its profits a secret from
the Very public from which it is seeking funds.
f§
To advance its interests in Maine, the
Congoleum Corporation makes generous
campaign contributions to virtually every
candidate for state and federal political office. It
maintains an imposing presence in the lobbies of
the Legislature and has an excellent working 1
relationship with the Executive. Its press offices
turn out a stream of releases to bolster its public
image. They have made the Bath Iron Works
almost a synonym for the “ Maine work ethic.”
In fact, the identity between the State of Maine
and the Bath Iron Works Corporation has been
actively promoted in advertising campaigns
conducted by both the Bath Iron Works Cor
poration and by the Executive Department of the
State of Maine.
The Memorandum of Intent.
In the spring of 1981 officials of the State of
Maine and the City of Portland engaged in
extended secret negotiations with officials of the
Bath Iron Works Corporation. The subject was a
threatened move of expanded ship repair
operations to Boston harbor. On July 15, 1981
the parties to those negotiations entered into a
“ Memorandum of Intent” (Appendix p. 7), by
which substantial public funds were committed
to developing ship repair facilities in Portland
for use by the Bath Iron Works Corporation,
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which would then conduct its expanded ship
repair business there rather than in Boston. The
State of Maine \yas to contribute $20.1 million
toward the cost of obtaining a dry dock which
the State would own and would lease to the Bath
Iron Works Corporation. The fact that the
State’s contribution was to be paid in cash to the
Bath Iron Works Corporation with no provision
for repayment and that no rent is to be paid for
the dry dock is apparent from a close reading of
that preliminary agreement, but it is not much
advertised. (See State’s exhibit T-l, the in
formational packet mailed to legislators on July
20, 1981 by Governor Brennan and prepared by
his office and the Bath Iron Works Corporation.
Except by a careful reading of the lengthy
Memorandum of Intent itself, it is impossible to
discover, from the various summaries, fact
sheets, etc., that the State is to receive no
repayment or rent. What is prominantly stated is
that 1,000 jobs will be created, although there is
no such committment on the part of the Bath
Iron Works Corporation.)
The Bond Approval Process.
An essential element in the deal was that $15
million in additional State debt would have to be
approved by the Legislature and by voters in
referendum in order to provide the agreed-upon
funds. Accordingly, Maine’s legislators were
called from their off-session employment to
come to the capital for a one-day special session
on August 3, 1981, to approve a bond issue for
the project. They did so with only a few minutes
debate and with only one dissenting vote. (See
Legislative Record for August 3, State’s Exhibit
T-2.)
That bill, Chapter 75 P&S Laws 1981
(Appendix p. 25), gave the Executive broad
power to use bond proceeds to develop “ port
facilities,” specifically mentioning dry docks in
the definition of that term, but not mentioning
the Bath Iron Works or any details of the
contemplated arrangement. The bill provided for
the submission to voters of a 33.3-million-dollar
omnibus bond issue, the referendum question to
read in full as follows:
“ Shall a bond issue be ratified in the
amount of $33,300,000 for agricultural and
economic development, including airport im
provements, port facilities which may be made
available by sale or lease for use by public or
private users, feed grain terminal facilities and
potato storage and centralized packing
facilities?” On November 3, 1982 that question
was submitted to voters, who voted yes by a
margin of 134,261 to 100,840.
On January 18, 1982 the Executive, pur
porting to act under the authority granted by
Chapter 75, entered into the final contract with
the Bath Iron Works Corporation which is the
subject of this action (Appendix, p. 34).
Proceedings Below
Common Cause and the other plaintiffs
filed their Complaint in the Kennebec County
Superior Court on April 19, 1982, asking the
Court to declare the January 18, 1982, contract
void as involving an unconstitutional private use
of the tax power (Appendix, p. 93). Trial was
held on an expedited basis and the Superior
Court’s decision denying plaintiffs’ requested
declaratory judgment was rendered May 27, 1982
(Appendix, p. 105).
Central to the reasoning of the Superior
Court was the fact that bonds for the project had
been approved by popular referendum. Having
reviewed the many cases which hold that citizens
may only be taxed for public purposes and not
for private enterprises, the Superior Court
decided that:
“ . . . it would be inappropriate to employ
the judicial doctrine of public purpose in this
context to frustrate the majority decision of the
electorate. Therefore, the question of whether
this project is or is .not for a public purpose will
not be decided by this Court, although the Court
notes that the considerable Maine precedents,
discussed above, create considerable substantial
doubt on this question.” (Appendix, p. 130).
From this decision Common Cause has
appealed to the Supreme Judicial Court of
Maine.
THE ISSUE
Appellants have filed with the Court a
detailed statement of the issues presented in this
case. In the Superior Court the Plaintiffs
maintained, in addition to the proposition that
the contracts permit a private use of public
funds, two further counts: that the contract

constituted a constitutionally prohibited lending
of the public credit and that the contract goes
beyond what was authorized in the referendum
question passed by the voters. A number of
additional issues are raised on appeal as a result
of the reasoning of the court below in holding
that the bond issue referendum extinguished
plaintiffs’ rights as taxpayers. All of these issues
are thoroughly treated in the accompanying brief
of co-appellant Professor Orlando Delogu of the
University of Maine Law School. His. exposition
is entirely concurred in by all appellants, who
associate themselves fully with that work and
adopt it by this reference. In this brief, ap
pellants will treat of just one issue which we
believe is the central and underlying question
presented by this case and is the principle for the
defense of which the suit was brought.
Appellants believe strongly that whatever the
argument, whatever the defense, whatever the
rationale, and, most important, whatever the
political pressures of the moment, the Court
cannot allow citizens to be forced to pay for a
dry dock for the Bath Iron Works Corporation,
for its private use and profit, without doing fatal
violence to one of the most elementary and
essential property rights of the people, the right
not to be taxed except for public use. To tax
citizens to raise money for the private use of the
Bath Iron Works Corporation as provided in the
January 18 contract is to negate this right ab
solutely. That is the view of the app^lants. The
central question before the Court is whether this
view is correct.

ARGUMENT
There is an Integrated Contract.
This is a case in contract and constitutional
law. The State of Maine has made a contract
with the Bath Iron Works Corporation which
Common Cause and others have asked the Court
to declare void because it commits the State of
Maine to an unconstitutional act, the conversion
of public funds to private use. In making its
determination the Court must refer to the
contract itself. The court has before it (Appendix
p. 34) an executed and fully integrated agreement
which states on its face that it is complete and
exclusive and that it cannot be amended except
by written instrument (Appendix p. 43). The
contract is clear and unambiguous. During the
trial below a number of witnesses referred to
various oral promises and assurances regarding
planned activities of the Bath Iron Works
Corporation in Portland. Appellants note that
under the Statute of Frauds and the parole
evidence rule these oral promises and assurances
are without legal effect. The contract speaks for
itself.
It is in Essence a Gift of Public Funds.
The contract clearly provides that the State
of Maine shall pay to the Bath Iron Works
Corporation the sum of 20.1 million dollars
(Appendix, p. 37 and 40). That money will be
used by the Bath Iron Works Corporation to
renovate a dry dock for use in its ship repair
business.
The contract provides (Appendix, p. 36)
that “ The Dry Dock Facilities shall be owned by
the State and shall be operated by BIW on behalf
of the State,” a curious fiction which is ob
viously designed as a defense against the very
attack which Common Cause is now making.
The “ ownership” by the State is subject to the
right of the Bath Iron Works Corporation to the
exclusive possession and use of the dry dock for a
term of forty years, at the end of which time, it
appears upon a close reading of the contract, the
reversion of possession to the State is subject to
substantial leins and rights which remain with the
Bath Iron Works Corporation. No warranty is
made as to the condition of the dry dock when
possession does revert to the State. The real
significance of the nominal State ownership of
the dry dock is that the dry dock will therefore be
exempt from property tax in Portland, a
presumption which the City of Portland un
dertakes to guarantee (Appendix p. 64). This is a

bargain which is, it may be noted, clearly illegal
in itself. As for the provision that the dry dock
will be “ operated by BIW on behalf of the
State,” the contract provides that “ BIW shall
operate the dry dock only in Portland harbor for
the overhauling, repair, refitting and building of
ships and allied activities” (Appendix p. 46) and
does not otherwise limit or direct the use of the
dry dock in any way. Nothing is to be done for
the State with the dry dock. The Bath Iron
Works Corporation is free to use the dry dock to
repair ships, which is that company’s business
and is, after all, what a dry dock is for, and to do
so entirely at its discretion and for its own profit.
State of Maine ships have no right to use the dry
dock. The proposition that the dry dock will be
operated on behalf of the State is an empty
meaningless front which has significance only in
that it serves to show the defensive attitude of the
framers of the contract. They knew that it is
wrong to convert public funds for private use
and they therefore attempted to put a different
face upon their deed. The dry dock is no more to
be operated on behalf of the State than any other
private business asset located here is therefore
“ operated on behalf of the State.”
It is apparent that the deal the State of
Maine has made with the Bath Iron Works
Corporation is for all practical purposes what is
described in the opening paragraph of this brief:
an agreement to pay that company 20.1 million
dollars in public funds as an inducement to
locate a shipyard in Portland. In fact, the public
inducements, including the Portland con

tribution, amount to 89% of the total cost of the
shipyard facilities, exclusive of movable
equipment and inventory.
It is Not a Special Case
Nothing in the contract can in any valid way
distinguish it from any other deal which the State
of Maine might enter into to give money to any
other corporation as an inducement to locate a
plant in Maine or to ransom an existing plant in
the face of a threat to move operations
elsewhere. If any of the various fictions resorted
to here can give constitutional validity to this
contract, then the same, fictions can be resorted
to in other cases involving the transfer of public
funds to private corporations.
In the face of this obvious fact the defen
dants have revealed again their knowledge that
their deal violates the law when viewed in any
straightforward way. They have claimed that this
is an urban renewal project, which is plainly
absurd; that the dry dock will be a public facility,
because any ship owner can get his ship repaired
there if the dry dock is not otherwise occupied
and he can pay the price (nothing is in the
contract about this but it presumably will be so;
by the same reasoning every business is a public
facility); and that the dry dock will increase the
flow of commerce in Portland harbor — this in
the face of the fact that the only public cargo pier
in Portland is to be converted to use by this ship
repair yard.
Gifts of Public Funds as Inducement to
Industrial Plant Location are Unconstitutional.
This is a proposition which is universally
accepted by courts in every jurisdiction in this
country. The defendants have so far been unable
to find a single case from any jurisdiction that
holds otherwise. Corpus Juris states flatly, with
numerous citations, “ It is improper to use public
funds to encourage private enterprises; and aid
to a private concern by the use of public money is
not justified by the incidental advantage to the
public which results from the promotion and
prosperity of private enterprises.” (81A C.J.S.
Sec. 205, p. 736). In a leading note, “ Legal
Limitations on Public Inducements to Industrial
Plant Location,” The Columbia Law Review has
said without reservation:
Local units frequently have attempted to
induce industrial location by offering an industry
a sum of money or by conveying to it a building
site for less than full value. Typically, these
transactions purport to be contracts whereunder

the industry promises to locate in the com
munity, to remain for a stated number of years,
and to employ a minimum number of workers.
If the assets transferred were obtained by
the local unit through exercise of the taxing or
borrowing power, the public purpose limitation
is applicable; and courts have consistently held
that where such a transfer has been madet solely
in return for an agreement to establish and
operate an industrial enterprise, it is without
legal effect since the transaction amounts to a
gift and is not for a public purpose. A sale of
property for this purpose at a price substantially
less than fair market value has similarly been
treated as a partial gift not for a public purpose.
(559 Col. L. Rev., 618. 1959)
(Numerous citations omitted.)
This is the central legal issue of the case, yet
it has never been met head on by the defendants,
who have preferred to avoid it. That is not
surprising since the decisions of the Maine
Supreme Judicial Court have always been quite
clear. Plaintiffs would cite the following leadinjg
Maine cases specifically holding that the
development of private industry is a private and
not a public purpose: Opinion of the Justices, 58
Me. 607 (1871) (Gifts to private industry); Allen
v. Jay, 60 Me. 124 (1872), (Loan to industrial
concern); Brewer Brick v. Brewer, 62 Me. 62
(1873), (Tax exemption of manufacturing plant);
Brown v. Gerald, 100 Me. 351 (1905), (Power
line for exclusive use of industry); Opinion of the
Justices, 118 Me. 503 (1919), (Developing water
powers of industry); Paine v. Savage, 126 Me.
121 (1927), (Commercial logging operations);
Opinion of the Justices, 152 Me. 440 (1957),
(Industrial Park); and Opinion of the Justices,
161 Me. 182 (1965), (Industrial projects).
Plaintiffs have been unable to find a single
Maine case holding the development or ex
pansion of private industrial enterprise to be a
public purpose in aid of which the coercive
powers of government may be used.
The United States Supreme Court has
spoken too, in no uncertain terms holding that a
municipal “ donation” to a manufacturing
corporation to induce it to expand in the city to
be “ none the less robbery because it is done
under the forms of law and is called taxation.”
Citizens Savings and Loan Association v.
Topeka, 87 U.S. 655 (1874) at p. 664. In the over
one hundred years since that case was decided no
case has come before the Supreme Court in
which state or local government has attempted to
make a grant of funds to a private industrial
corporation as an inducement to plant location.
Such practices, where they have occurred, have
always been stopped by courts at the state level.
And in recent years the practice seems to have
been abandoned altogether, at least until now.
The Jobs and Economic Benefit Argument is
Without Merit.
The argument advanced by defendants that
the payment to the Bath Iron Works Cor
poration of public funds serves a public purpose
since jobs will be created and the economy
stimulated is not a new idea. It is the same
argument that has always been advanced in
support of the giving of public funds to private
business interests and has always been rejected:
The argument in support of grants to in
dustry is that its establishment in a town or city
promoted the public prosperity, by increasing the
value of private property, inviting in capital and
population, and furnishing employment for the
people. The direct purpose is thus private in
character; it is to increase the means and improve
the property of some, and to furnish em
ployment to some, while the benefit, if any, to
the public is only reflective, incidental, or
secondary.
Opinion of the Justices, 58 Me., 590,
(1871), at p.603.
The U.S. Supreme Court in Topeka put it
this way:
If it be said that a benefit results to the local
public of a town by establishing manufactures,
the same may be said of any other business or
pursuit which employs capital or labor. The
merchant, the mechanic, the innkeeper, the
banker, the builder, the steamboat owner are
equally promoters of the public good, and
equally deserving the aid of the citizens by forced
contributions. No line can be drawn in favor of
the manufacturer which would not open the
coffers of the public treasury to the importunities
of two-thirds of the business men of the city or
town.

Loan Association v. Topeka, Supra, at p. 655.
The obvious logic of these conclusions has
often been reiterated by the Supreme Judicial
Court of Maine and has been followed, explicitly
or implicitly, in every one of the Maine cases
cited in the preceeding section. This is the law
today. To hold otherwise would be to destroy the
very basis of the distinction between what is
public and what is private.
This is not a Borderline Case.
It is said often in the cases that the line
between public and private purposes can be
difficult to draw. That was certainly true, for
example, with the urban renewal cases decided
by this Court in recent years. But the present case
is not one which requires a difficult line to be
drawn. This is not a case in which it is necessary
to explore the nebulous border areas between the
public and private spheres. The law is clear and
the logic is clear. The Bath Iron Works Cor
poration is not an agent or instrumentality of the
State of Maine. The Bath Iron Works Cor
poration is a purely private Corporation engaged

in a purely private enterprise. The Bath Iron
Works Corporation is to do nothing for the State
of Maine that is not done of necessity by every
manufacturing corporation.
The Bond Referendum cannot make the Con
tract Constitutional.
The essence of the decision of the court
below is the concept, developed by that court
that “ Given the policy basis of the public pur
pose doctrine, a public purpose exists where the
people have stated by a majority vote that there
is a public purpose . . . ” (Appendix, p. 132).
That rationale seems particularly inap
propriate to this case, which turns upon the
specific terms of a contract between the State of
Maine and the Bath Iron Works Corporation.
That contract cannot have been ratified or
legitimized by a vote on an omnibus bond issue
which on its face authorized nothing more
specific than the borrowing of funds for
“ facilities which may be made available by sale
or lease for use by public or private users,” and
that lumped together with four other and
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unrelated projects on a take-it-all or leave-it-all
basis.
However, though we most emphatically
point out that the contract before the court has
not been subject to public referendum and that
there is no evidence that it is in fact popularly
approved, this is really irrelevant: No public
sentiment or popular vote, short of specific
constitutional amendment, can abridge the
constitutional rights of citizens. To hold
otherwise is to deny what is perhaps the oldest
and most honored principle in American con
stitutional law. As Chief Justice Marshall
pointed out so long ago, nothing is more central
to our constitutional form of government than
the conviction that ours is, and the conviction
that ours will be, a government of laws and not
of men. Marbury v. Madison, 1 Cranch 37, 2 L.
Ed..60 (1803).
The Contract Violates a Basic and Important
Constitutional Right.
To say that the distinction between public
and private uses of public funds is a matter of
policy is not to distinguish this from any other
constitutional issue. To say that it is a matter of
fiscal policy, as does the court below (Appendix,
p. 132), is only to distinguish it as a matter in
volving property interests. If today the State of
Maine may by referendum take the money of
citizens to give to the Bath Iron Works Cor
poration, may the State of Maine tomorrow by
referendum confiscate the property of the Bath
Iron Works Corporation and distribute it to the
citizenry?

The court below attempts to draw a
distinction between the kind of constitutional
right that citizens have to be free of taxation for
private use, on the one hand, and the kind of
right that citizens have under the establishment
of religion clause, on the other (Appendix, p.
132). It would be improper, by that analysis, to
use bond proceeds to build a cathedral for the
Church of Maine, but it is permissable to use
public bond proceeds to build a shipyard for the
Bath Iron Works Corporation, or a paper mill
for Scott Paper Company. One might be tempted
to add: or a hot dog stand for some small
businessman, but in fact that is not the threat.
The threat is from large politically powerful
corporations that can afford, as the Bath Iron
Works Corporation has done in this case, to
mount massive lobbying and media campaigns
and that can threaten serious economic reper
cussions if they are resisted. We should not
abandon our constitutional protections against
this kind of pressure. If it is permissable to give
public money to the Bath Iron Works Cor
poration, then such gifts are permissable in
principle and we will have to face all comers on
an individual basis.
There is no threat today that bond issue
campaigns will be mounted to build churches for
an official religion. We are in no great present
need of constitutional protection against this,
but that constitutional principle remains there
against the time when the enthusiasm of the day
may perhaps again put us in need of it. Such is
the strength of constitutional democracy. Today

the very real and present threat is that the public
treasury will be used to build factories for
powerful private corporations. We have in our
Maine and U.S. Constitutions and in our in
dependent Judiciary the means to prevent ythis
from happening. Appellants respectfully urge
this Court to stand firmly a id clearly behind the
principle that government may not tax citizens to
raise money for private enterprises. The contract
which the State of Maine has made with the Bath
Irop Works Corporation should be declared
unconstitutional and the State of Maine enjoined
from transfering public funds to the Bath Iron
Works Corporation under that contract.
Respectfully sbmitted.
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Joseph Steinberger
Attorney for Appellants

Unlike the lobbies for corporations and powerful special
interest groups MAINE COMMON CAUSE has no hidden
reserves of funds upon which to draw. COMMON CAUSE THE CITIZEN’S LOBBY depends on the goodwill donations
of its members and the goodwill donations of ordinary citizens who
support its principles of an open government, of, by, and for the
people. Twenty Dollars buys you a voting membership in
COMMON CAUSE and entitles you to receive their regular
publications. All donations, large and small, are however
appreciated and sorely needed in the current effort. If you
wish, donations may be earmarked for the “B.I.W. Suit”.
W ONT YOU TAKE THE TIME AND THE INTEREST
TODAY TO FILL OUT THE MEMBERSHIP FORM BELOW
AND DO YOUR PART FOR THE COMMON GOOD OF
COMMON CAUSE?

1

:

YES, I will join Common Cause. Enclosed is my membership fee of twenty dollars for one year.
Please put me on the mailing ist and advise me of meeting schedules.
N a m e -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------- ----Address ____________________________________________________________________________
T ow n__________________________________________________
Zip Code
In addition to my membership fee I would like to make the following donation
I do not care to join at this time but would like to make the following donation
COMMON CAUSE
72 Winthrop Street
Augusta, Maine
04330
........ .........................................

FOR O U R T IM E S

by Phil Gray, S outh H arpsw ell
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A N A D V O C A T E ’S V IE W
Gift horses
and the
“m e” generation
by John Supranovich
After 10 years and over 40,000 people
having called the COMBAT offices for consumer
information or assistance. I thought I’d seen it
all. I guess not.
The other day a woman came into the office
to lodge a complaint against a local insurance
company for refusing to honor a claim. Seems
pretty run-of-the-mill so far, eh? The woman
had just been in an auto accident (her fault)
which resulted in several hundred dollars damage
to her car and over a thousand dollars damage to
the other car involved.
After the accident, she went to a local in
surance company and reported the crash,
requesting that they sell her an auto insurance
policy that would pay for the damages to both
cars. Huh? That’s right, she wanted to buy the
insurance after the accident. She had no coverage
in force before the crash. After we secured our
jaws back to a closed position (between dropping
open and struggling not to laugh), we advised the
woman that there was little we could do for her
(except, perhaps, to provide a printed diagram
describing how to tie her shoes).
I got to thinking about that woman and a
number of things hit me. The first thing was
complete incredulity that any adult human could
possibly be so in the dark about what insurance
protection involves. Surely this is an extreme
example of consumer ignorance . . . but it’s not
all that far from the norm. Limited budgets and
failure to assign consumer education a high
priority has left most consumers without
adequate preparation for an adult life in a
complex, confusing, and often crafty market
place.

John Supranovich

The failure to provide meaningful and
practical courses in consumer education at a level
commensurate with marketplace risks faced by
adult consumers, has left the past several
generations unprepared, unskilled, and as easy
prey for an increasingly carnivorous economic
environment. Even those consumers who have a
fairly developed level of buymanship run a high
risk in today’s complex marketplace. The poorly.prepared are sitting ducks for every fraud,
scheme, and pitfall.
P.T. Barnum boasted that there was a
“ sucker born every m inute.” Today’s
population figures and sophisticated marketing
techniques (as well as a larger percentage of
fraud) might call for Barnum’s statement to be
amended to “ there’s a sucker born every 22.9
seconds.” The lack of effective programs in
consumer education will help nurture generation
after generation of suckers.
The other thought that struck me about our
COMBAT visitor was that she was not unlike
many other members of what has been labeled
the “ Me Generation.” After discussing why she
thought an insurance company should cover her
after an accident had occurred, it became clear to
me that she expected to receive the benefits of
insurance but saw no reason whatsoever to take
the responsibility of purchasing insurance before
the accident. She was actually miffed that the
company had the gaul to refuse her!
This is not unlike the attitude advocates find
in a great majority of the public. The “ Me”
generation seems to expect others to do their
work for them . . . and to protect them when
they have blundered into trouble. “ Let George
do it,” seems to be their rallying cry.
The “ Me” generation bitches, gripes, and
complains about the way “ things are” . . . but
ask them to do something and they are quick to
say they “ don’t have time” or “ can’t afford it.”
I am reminded of the young man who stood,
crunching a granola bar, at a booth that
COMBAT had at the Bangor Mall. The young
man had used COMBAT services in the past and
been satisfied. He was a teacher, but refused to

John Supranovich is the founder and
executive director of Northeast COMBAT,
Maine’s oldest consumer group (since 1971).
COMBAT memberships are available ($10 or
more) from: COMBAT, PO Box 1183, Bangor,
Maine 04401.

DISCOVER OUR NATIVE H€RITAG€
Bring the family for a weekend with people rediscovering the old tribal ways!
UUrite for information and reservations
Sept. 3-5
Sept. 10-12
Sept. 24-26
Oct. 1-3
Oct. 8-11
Oct. 29-31

Walk in Balance/Walk in Beauty (The wisdom o f ancient ways...
Healing through nature) with Sun Bear and Medicine Story.
The 12th Northeast Communities Conference
Sexual enrichment
The Wilderness Passage (fi workshop, with backpacking and camping)
The 8th New €ngland Healing Rrts Fair
Storytelling (a Halloween treat)

Greenville. NH 03048
tel: (603) 878-9883

COUNTRY ROCKERS!

FOLKPAPER

This handsome Country
Rocker yours for just $150
(Freight Collect).
Each
rocker is oversized

F O LK A R T

join his union because he got the same
negotiating advantages without the expense. He
was satisfied letting others “ pay the freight.” He
had another problem which needed COMBAT
assistance and went on at length to describe it
. . . and we helped. When asked to buy
COMBAT membership for $10 or more, he said
“ I can’t afford it on teacher’s pay.” He then
proceeded to go into one of the stores and buy
over $150 in hiking and backpacking equipment
(which he promptly came back to show off).
Before leaving the booth he said, “ you know
what you guys ought to do something about?
You ought to do something about the rip-off
prices on recreational equipment.” He then
departed.
Had I the presence of mind, I should have
shouted after him, “ with what . . . your
membership dues?” Instead I quietly reflected
upon how advocates often find themselves
powerless because the people for whom they
fight will not accept personal responsibility.
Maybe that’s why so many “ people” causes are
struggling to survive. And maybe that’s why
we’ve helped 40,000 people and yet though we’ve
been doing this column for almost a year (with a
membership blank next to it) we’ve only received
one membership through The Maine Folkpaper.
Too many people are willing to let others “ pull
the barge upstream.”
Even gift horses grow old, you know, and
you can never tell when it’s going to be your last
ride. What have you DONE LATELY?

(26”W X 48”H), yet
charming, country style
comfort.
Double wide
porch rockers, ottomans,
too. Built to last a lifetime!!
Send check, M.O. or M.C.
information and signature.

^
COMBAT MEMBERSHIP BLANK
YES, I want to be a COMBAT member and do
my part to provide Maine consumers with a
strong voice in our own interest. Enclosed is my
annual dues of:
___ $10____ $25____ $50 Other __ _______
Name:.
Street/PO
Town:___
State: _______________
. Zip_
Make checks payable to COMBAT and mail to:
= = = = = = = = COMBAT = = = = = = =
P. O. BOX 1183
Bangor, Maine 04401

Phone orders welcome!
FR EE BROCHURE
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Call (201) 398-3203
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COOKTHINGS

132 Front St.
Bath 442-7015

GOURMETESSENTIALS

Complete Winemaking/Brewing Equipment & Supplier
"FOR THE DISCERNING FERMENTERS
OF MALTS AND GRACES"

10 Carteret Road
Hopatcong, N.J. 07843
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Alcohol and drug abuse clearing house
Department of Human Services Com
missioner Michael R. Petit has announced the
creation of the Maine Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Clearinghouse. “ The Clearinghouse will serve as
a central source for any information needed on
the many aspects of alcohol and drug abuse,”
Petit said. “ It will assist in supporting statewide
activities combating the problems of alcohol and
drug abuse in Maine.”
The Clearinghouse will identify and share
resource material such as pamphlets, journal
articles and bibliographies on alcohol and drugs,
substance abuse prevention,, treatment, research
and education. The Clearinghouse will loan
books through the Department of Human
Services’ Library. It will respond to requests for
information as well as to requests on specific
problems, such as the problems of teens, women,
families, the elderly, etc. in dealing with sub
stance abuse.
According to Sally Malek, Clearinghouse
Coordinator, the information services offered by
the Clearinghouse will be most effective when

used to support community or agency activities.
Individuals contacting the Clearinghouse will be
encouraged to contact their Alcohol and Drug
Abuse Regional Council with their requests.
The Clearinghouse, which is located in the
Bureau of Health’s Division of Health
Education, 157 Capitol Street, Augusta, works
cooperatively with the Department of Human
Services’ Office of Alcoholism and Drug Abuse
Prevention, the five Regional Councils on
Alcohol and Drug Abuse, the Division of
Alcohol and Drug Education Services in the
Department of Educational and Cultural Ser
vices, the Department of Mental Health and
Mental Retardation, the Department of
Corrections and the National Council on
Alcoholism in Maine, Inc.
To contact the Maine Alcohol and Drug
Abuse Clearinghouse, write: Division of Health
Education, Department of Human Services,
State House Station 11, Augusta, Maine 04333
or use the Statewide toll-free telephone number
1-800-322-5004.

Alcoholism...chronic behavioral disorder manifested by repeated drinking...in
excess of dietary and social uses of the community. ..to an extent that interferes
with the drinker’s health or his social and economic function.”
W o r ld H e a lt h O r g a n iz a t io n

SELF-SOLAR ENTERPRISES
All wood joined with waterproof glue and sealed with silicone.

efficiency all copper absorber plate:
Selective surface coating absorbs
and then holds the heat.

value insulation on back and sides:
E f f ic ie n t , R e lia b le , S im p le

Frames of Port Orford marine cedar: Insulating, long lasting, beautiful

Finished 4x8 collector $390
Price after tax credits $187.20
Collector kit $295
Price after tax credits $141.60

All screws are bees wax coated.

by Robin Mello,
M.S.Ed. Special Education Teacher,
Augusta Public Schools

SEPTEM BER
ALREADY?
School has just begun, and with it comes
frustration, apprehension, and change. When 1
was a kid my best friend who was always the
bravest kid on the block would be reduced to tears
every first day of school. Why is this such a
traumatic experience? What can we do to
minimize this tense time for our children? #
It is important to realize that during the first
weeks of school, tense children come face to face
with teachers who are just as keyed up as the
students are. There is an old wives tale among
teachers that says “be mean to the kids the first
week and you’ll have no discipline problems for
the rest of the year.” This of course is pure
nonsense. Unfortunately the practice still persists.
Another phenomenon that children must deal
with is the rules and regulations handed to them
on many sheets of paper, over intercoms, and at
large assemblies. These are usually never in a
language that children can understand. As a
result, there is a feeling of being overwhelmed.
The “big brother is watching” syndrome appears.
Last year during the first month of school my kids
were absolutely convinced that the principal had
bugged all the rooms and listened in when no one
suspected. No amount of denial on my part did
any good.
Add to all of this the fear of failure, competition
for grades, the need to memorize new schedules,
and you get a very angry tense child. Parents can
do a great deal to relieve fear by being positive
about the school experience. In addition, parents
should read and review with children every thing
that happens in that first month. Explain the
rules, fill out all those cards and forms the school
sends together. Visit school after hours with your
child and look at the desk, classrooms, lockers,
etc. Finally meet and talk to the teachers. Find out
who your child is with 8 hours every day. It
amazes me at times to think of the power teachers
can have over students. If any other adult spent
that much time caring, talking, being with your
daughter or son you would make very sure you
knew who that person was. Well, my best advice
to you is -- be an advocate for your child. Meet
that teacher, see that school. Action on your part
will clear away a lot of tension. It will also bring
about better communication between yourself,
your child, and school personnel.

The SSE-28, designed with Maine's harsh climate and frugal residents in mind.
SELF-SOLAR ENTERPRISES
SOLAR HOT WATER SPECIALISTS
784-4428
28 Bates St., Lewiston
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BATH
AUTOMOTIVE SUPPLY!
23 ELM STR EET, BATH, MAINE 04530
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SMITH & SMITH
BAKING DISHES
1 qt. duck - $32.50
3 qt. duck - $66.50
2 qt. hen & 3 qt. rabbit also available
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Solar on Monhegan
I PHOTO VOLTAICS
Monhegan Island lies eleven miles south of
Port Clyde, Maine, with a population that swells
from eighty residents in winter to six hundred
people in summer. There is no central power
source on the island: more than forty generators,
consuming fuel and emitting noise and exhaust,
supply homes and businesses with electrical
power. In 1979 the Monhegan Electrical Survey
Committee was formed to conduct a search for
alternative power sources and, possibly because I
was among those who complained most about
the generators, I was recruited for the survey
committee.

In the early stages of the study, it appeared
to us that wind power might be a reliable energy
source. Upon further investigation, however,
weather conditions and maintenance factors
made wind generation appear less attractive and
more costly. The island experiences winter
storms during which the wind velocity sometimes
exceeds eighty miles per hour. With the added
environmental impact of ice and salt spray, it
became apparent that there had to be a better
solution than wind power.
Steve Whittet, a carpenter-who worked on
the island, asked me if the Committee had
considered photovoltaics, which convert sunlight
into a direct electrical current. I recalled that a

The first solar-powered post office in the U.S. Mohegan Island.

solar-powered device was being used to supply
power to spacecraft, but that the use of solar
cells on earth had been limited by high costs. In
1979 information on photovoltaics was not easy
to find, but we eventually learned that with new
technology and the aid of federally-funded
programs, the cost of solar cells had fallen
dramatically. The next step was to find out where
one could buy a PV system in Maine.
In November of 1979, David Sleeper, of
Brook Farm Inc. in Falmouth, came to
Monhegan to give a talk on alternative energy. I
asked him if he could design and install a small
battery-charging PV system to run a 12V DC
television in my otherwise non-electric home. He
returned on January, 1980 and installed the first
two photovoltaic systems on Monhegan; a twopanel system for me and a six module system for
Dr. Alta Ashley. Although my simple 12V
system was originally designed to relieve me of
the chore of hauling a car battery to the general
Store to be recharged off their generator, before
long my home had electric lights, a water pump,
a stereo and a CB radio — all running on 12V
DC. Dr. Ashley’s system, which is more com
plex, was designed to provide either 12V DC or
110V AC through a power inverter. Her existing
propane generator is connected with the system
as a standby unit to prevent excessive discharging
of the batteries.
After a year of watching to see how well
those first systems performed, David Sleeper
began to receive orders for PV systems not only
on Monhegan, but also on other islands and for
remote areas on the mainland where central
power line extensions were too costly. Until
recently, most homes in these settings have had
to depend on oil-fired generators, as on
Monhegan. The rising cost of central power,
however, as well as philosophical factors, is
prompting some mainland’ homeowners to use
solar cells either in conjunction with a wind
generator or by themselves as sole source of
electrical power, even when the utility line is
within reach.
An important factor which enables rural
and island homes to use solar power costeffectively is that they also use a combination of
energy sources — wood or coal for heat, and
propane for cooking, refrigeration and hot
water. Equally important to the success of a costeffective PV system is conservation, and keeping
an eye on the weather. During a week of sunless
December days, a wise PV user goes to bed early
rather than drain the storage batteries by wat
ching the Late, Late Show.
For people who are accustomed to having
electrical conveniences, it is easier to adapt to a
PV. system which has a standby generator for
bulk power, or one that uses an inverter from DC
to AC. Inverters can be costly, ranging from
$500 to $3,000, but in many homes, it is worth
wmmm
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Main Street, Damariscotta 563-5080

the extra investment to be able to run washing
machines and dryers and power tools. Generally,
a system designed so that both types of power are
available as needed, through DC draws fewer
amps from the storage batteries and is therefore
more efficient for lighting, small appliances,
radios, televisions and stereos. In cases where a
homeowner wishes to avoid rewiring the house to
accept direct current, such as the Post Office on
Monhegan or Jamie Wyeth’s summer home, the
system is straight AC current.
Although there are PV-powered homes in
Massachusetts, Maryland and New Mexico
which have their entire south-facing roof covered
with solar cells worth $75,000, enough to sell
excess power back to the utility grid, so far the
solar-powered homes in Maine have been less
ambitious. The cost for residential systems in
stalled in 1980 and 1981 ranged from as little as
$900 for a small homemade 12V DC battery
charger to $9,000 for a professionally installed
system with an ample storage capacity, a heavyduty AC/DC inverter, and a control system
which puts a back-up generator on line
automatically if needed.
Maine, in spite of its northerly location, is
among the nation’s leaders in actively pursuing
solar energy to help solve the energy crisis.
Because of Maine’s large number of summer
homes, the many inhabited islands and an un
polluted sky, there is great potential here for a
major shift toward using the sun for power.
While back in 1979 the response was, “ Solar
power in Maine? Aren’t we too far north?” ,
now, as Dr. Ashley says, making a sweeping
gesture toward the blue sky, “ It really makes
sense to take full advantage of this natural
resource we have all around ns.”
by Sandra Dickson

The above article previously appeared in the
SALTWATER TRADER, a bi-weekly paper
“ circulating along the Maine Coast from
’Waldoboro to Camden and a day’s walk
inland.”
Thanks to editor Georgeanne Poe and
author Sandra Dickson, thanks to the SALT
WATER TRADER, a lively little paper with
local color in bright black and white. Sak Water
Trader, Box 303, St. George, Maine 04857.

Photo-voltaic units look right in place topping island homes.
In a time of high inflation the price of photovoltaics keeps coming down.
—

Sandra Dickson
- Maine Solar Advocate
Bringing home the future
What is the positive side of grumping about
wasteful technologies? Talking up bright easy
going alternatives and showing that they can
work! That’s what Sandra Dickson and her Port
Clyde based company, Solar Works are doing.
Sandra and Solar Works offer consultation and
inform ation to anyone interested in
photovoltaics as a source of energy.
Self described as a person who was shy,
Sandra Dickson has carried her message to
public speaking engagements,
legislative
hearings, the CBS morning news, New Roots and
Maine Life Magazines and the Christian Science
Monitor. She is currently working on a slide
show and talk to be presented to the Union of
Concerned Scientists.

O n T h e L a m b ...
TH ER E A R E MANY D E LIG H T FU L CUTS!
Shoulder
We have them
all. Fresh
lamb cut as
you want it
and wrapped
for freezing.

$2.25 lb.
PLUS F R E E
LAMB COOKBOOKS
154discount with this ad.

BULK RATE NATURAL FOODS

(207) 688-4196
Or 353-2587

Grains, Beans, Nuts, Dried Fruits,
Spices, Teas, Honey, Oils, Flours
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PO ETRY
AUGUST STAR-SHINE

Eel Streom
It is midnight and the stars still minister to my
tide-water world.
I look up to them in awe, directly above my
father’s hay Fields where the fireflies are
putting on a disordered imitation.
Yes, it is an August midnight and the night air is
cooler than it was. The Great Dipper right
now is in a spill attitude; the handle stars are
out of sight of my window — off to the left.
Cassiopeia lies on its back, dead ahead and
up.
Tonight I am mesmerized with the concept of
starlight penetrating straight down into this
Sheepscot River world of woods, bucolic
cemeteries, river-sloping fields, and oozy
green marshes.
This night even the wind is breathless, as if it too
were listening. A sudden meteor darts silently
out of Andromeda; it scratched down the sky
and burns itself out in the direction of my
brother’s barn, and I wonder if Armageddon
will be that silent in its coming.
I shiver there by my north window and my
mind’s eye at once pictures the expanse of
mud flats which at low tide fans westward
from Lehmans Island. There under the cold
light I catch the glint of such reflectors as tiny
pools of water or marine shells or coils of
kelp. These innocent things seem to be talking
back to the light-years-distant stars.
Who is there to interpret this exchange — this
nocturnal code of the ages! Who was there
ever? Perhaps the stars are satisfied — as 1
sometimes am — with the earthy code
messages of the fireflies.

Week in and week out
unless the beach was frozen
or we were away down to Metinic
we damned up the stream
that ran down the Owls Head line
over the years
we scraped acres of coarse sand
and forests of logs
to dam up that stream
never were successful though
never left a spillway
the water always overflowed
and tore our work apart
sometime in the year
elvers, tiny eels, came upstream
we didn’t know they’d come
thousands of miles
we thought they were right offshore
if we could catch them,
a very difficult job,
we cupped them in our hands
and felt the wriggle
and let them go
there was no point in keeping them
-they could travel miles across land
we caught their elders
while we were fishing for cunner
on the Maine Central Dock
one eel once tangled six lines so bad
they had to be cut
they were just a nuisance, a plague
now, thirty years later
I’ve et one
done up in green Russian jelly
tasted finest kind

Edwin D. Merry
Newcastle, Maine

HARVEST MOON

Waiting for deer dark in bracken
to step into shadows shy
they come for carrots, cabbage, dregs
of the garden dug easy with shovel hooves.
Bright-bodies beneath the moon
bent on survival again they dig
as at dusk they did, placing themselves
at risk in their leather suits.

James Gunning
Bangor

CROWS

Crows are forgotten fragments of night.
Abandoned, they huddle
in a corner of the morning;
they call on the darkness
to return for them.
Crows haunt my daylight world
and follow me everywhere,
a croaking entourage of spirits.
I arbitrate
between these orphans of evening
and the onslaught of the sun.
The crows seek me out —
together, we are shadows
behind each fiber of light.
I fall asleep in a crows n£st,
a dark place of wings and silences.
At dawn, my black mate
prunes my feathers lovingly
with her beak.
I am only slightly surprised.
We join the flock
and ride a wave
of wind. A gentle pressure
on the wings bears us for miles
above winter fields
which we stain with our shadows.
We create blackness
on white snow,
on white clouds,
we create shadows in the sunlight.
Crows perch on dead trees
and I stand below, looking up.
It is cold. I have forgotten
how to fly.
I have taken my shadow
into myself,
it no longer marks snow and cloud
or sleeps in the nest, silent.
1 am the crow who walks in the day
and holds the night
somewhere deep
inside.

by Judith Robbins
by Kirsten Backstrom
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Friends of the Earth

E N E R G Y /W A R : B R E A K IN G
T H E N U C L E A R L IN K
worldwide media sources report the
growing citizen activity focused on the need to
control nuclear weapons and lessen the growing
danger of nuclear war, there has been greater
public understanding of the spread, or
“ proliferation” of nuclear weapons. However,
the question of how to control international
proliferation of nuclear weapons is seen by many
to be an issue separate from the development of
“ peaceful” nuclear power generation. A closer
look at the facts shows that the two are in
terrelated.
The goal of an effective international non
proliferation treaty is to prevent nations which
have nuclear weapons technology from selling
and those nations or groups who do not, from
buying. The difficulty of such a treaty is the
inability of participating nations to determine or
“ verify” who is honoring the treaty.
As Amory Lovins and L. Hunter discuss in
ENERGY/WAR:
BREAKING
THE
NUCLEAR LINK, it is impossible for nations to
detect efforts to obtain uranium through mining
or importation; it is impossible to detect the
development of research reactors, and it is
impossible to detect efforts to obtain the many
ancillary goods necessary or useful in creating
nuclear weapons (nuclear grade graphite and
beryllium, hafnium-free zirconium, tritium,
iithum-6 etc.). The problem is that these same
goods, the development and use of research
reactors, and the development of nuclear related
technology are also necessary to the development
of “ peaceful” nuclear power. The shift from
“ peaceful” uses of nuclear materials and
technology can be done relatively swiftly,
secretly, and without detection. The hard truth
seems to be that while a verifiable non
proliferation treaty is possible in the absence of

developing or on-line nuclear power facilities,
but is impossible with their presence.
It has been argued by some nations that it is
unfair for the super powers to deprive the
developing countries of nuclear power which
would provide them with additional energy.
While we strongly agree that these countries have
the right to receive aid to meet their energy
needs, this does not, we argue, include nuclear
power technology. The past decade has shown
that nuclear power is the least effective and most
costly way to displace oil and create energy
security for developing countries while in some
cases it has been the ability to ‘advance the
development of nucler weapons that has made
this power source so attractive. Pakistan is a
prime example. That nuclear power can be used
to make nuclear weapons makes its export
unacceptable.
Friends of the Earth urges all citizens
working towards nuclear arms control to con
sider adopting a position against the expansion
and use of “ peaceful” nuclear power.
The research and detailed arguments which
support the conclusions in this column are set out
in ENERGY/WAR: BREAKING THE
NUCLEAR LINK, by Amory and L. Hunter
Lovins, available from Friends of the Earth,
1045 Sansome St., San Francisco, Cal. 94111.

GOINGS ON
October 2nd: There will be a Harvest Dinner
followed by a night of stories and songs per
formed by Robin Mellow & Tom Levesque, at
the Vassalboro Grange. Tickets for the whole
thing are $3 adults and $1.50 children. Benefit
the Vassalboro Arts and Crafts Guild. Time:
Dinner 6-7, Show 7-9.
October 1st (Fri. ) Great Discussion Group
(first in a series of 8 meetings on consecutive
Friday noons with brown bag lunch) YMCA of
Lewiston-Auburn (785-0657).
Sept. 10-12 The Twelfth Northeast Com
munities Conference. Weekend of Workshops,
discussion, games and dancing. ANOTHER
PLACE, Greenville, N.H. 603-878-9883.
Sept. 24-26 Sexual Enrichment. A chance to
talk about and work on sexual issues and
problems in our lives. Enrollment limited, ad
vance reservations required (by Sept. 15).
ANOTHER PLACE, Greenville, N.H. 603-8789883.
October 1-3 The Wilderness Passage. A
workshop which combines personal discovery
with backpacking and camping. ANOTHER
PLACE, Greenville, N.H. 603-878-9883.
October 8-11 The 8th New England Healing
Arts Fair. Come for a day or a long weekend.
Check for costs. ANOTHER PLACE,
Greenville, N.H. 603-878-9883.
October 29-31 Storytelling. Tellers of tales
from all over the land will talk technique, style,
tradition, relevenace and will demonstrate with
stories. Bring the kids - there will be stories for
all ages. ANOTHER PLACE, Greenville, N.H.
603-878-9883.

by Ann Gosline — Dresden
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CUSTOM SLAUGHTERING
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We help you save b y keeping our prices lo w !
Slaughtering *

Cutting & Wrapping
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Smoking........................................ 33c per lb.
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Over 40 Varieties of Herbs
Herb Wreaths
Herb Vinegars
Everlasting Straw Flowers

Peppers, Tomatoes
New Potatoes
Beets
Green, Wax, Burgundy Beans
Summer Squash, Melons
Pumpkins, Winter Squash

' ‘See you at the Portland Farm ers ' Market Wednesday and Saturday mornings
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E n v iro n m e n ta lis t
I a m n o t a sh a m e d
t O b e l a b e l e d as an environmentalist for that is a tribute rather than an
epithet.

I grew up in southern Maine
and learned that rivers
were gray

, sludge laden and devoid of
fish; there were moving waters that reflected
sunlight in rainbow hues from perpetual grease
that clotted the shores and shined on the lifeless
mud. The Saco and Mousam were my nature
textbooks, the rivers of my youth where I learned
of the death of migrating ducks, hapless birds
trapped by sludge and dye wastes that brought
misery and starvation. I learned of the fate of
fish that ventured downstream to the mill dams,
their blind corpses drifting in an eternal dance to
the sea.
I was charmed by the late spring treks of the
painted turtles as they rummaged in the drying
leaves in search of a place for their eggs. These, I
knew, must be a different variety than those in
my nature books for they had no bright colors;
my turtles were drab little creatures with shells
crusted by the asphalt residue of a hundred oil
dumpings.
My parents saw the jobs that came from
these mills, the money that bought a way of life
and a home; I saw the death that flowed from
those mills, the misery and agony of so many
animals. They saw industry as a way of life, I
knew it as a way of death. My parents saw the
charm of an urban neighborhood, I walked the
fields and forests and learned of the horrors that
we inflict on nature.
I learned the ways of my world and knew of
little other. Maine, in those days, was an un
spoiled natural paradise crowning the industrial
northeast. We had lived, for a time, in southern

Massachusetts and Attleboro was a town
dominated by the jewelry industry. There
children learned of the dangers of the fields,
those abandoned and wasted lots where the
trucks dumped their plating acids. My com
panions bore the scars of acid bums, their badges
of experience afield, and we searched for the
excitement of the mud holes, the gray pools
where a dried reed thrust into the thickened
sludge would blacken and smoke from the
venom that had killed the grasses. Our reddened
eyes and raspy breathing proclaimed our kinship
as the tough kids from the acid lots, a distinction
that separated us from the bus kids at school
until the long winter and hours in the classroom
faded the signs of summer from our lungs. We
endured the school easily for there were no
homework assignments, the teachers never let the
children take books home. This rule was in
violate for all had learned that a book carelessly
laid upon the ground by a playing child would
soon darken and the pages would soften and
disintegrate. We understood little of the books
but a lot from life.
Maine was different in so many ways and
then, with the freedom of approaching maturity
and the novelty of a bicycle, I traveled beyond
the mill valleys and found that all of my world
was not the same. There were birds that were so
different than the pigeons and sparrows that
survived the towns; fish that I had never seen
before and frogs that had never called from the
marshes near the mills. A bewildering profusion
of life and nature survived in enclaves remote
from the towns and mills of my world and I came
to believe the truth of the nature books, the
reality of a world that was as the writers had said
it could be.
Eugenie Clark and William Beebe wrote of
worlds I had never seen, and Thoreau and Aldo
Leopold explained the world that I could see,
and then Rachel Carson wrote of the way it could
be in the future. Then, in the apple orchards of
southern Maine near the farms where I thought
man had learned to live with nature, I saw Rachel
Carson’s vision come true. The spring spraying
that brought us unblemished apples also brought
the unseen death of the robins and wood
thrushes, the feeble dying twitches of warblers
and oven birds, the disappearance of the hawks
and owls. The lovely lakes and ponds of York
County lost their trout and smelt and the world
became a little more drab. The towns had their
pigeons and sparrows and now the fields and

forests held only crows and starlings. Wood
chucks still roamed the fields, storing the poison
in their body fat, but the towns had more rats
and the summer evening buzzing of the
nighthawks faded to a memory.
The revolution of ecology came slowly and
the pollution and pesticides gave way to a
recolonization by nature. We lost the wood
turtles, and the highthawks are still rare, but the
warblers are back and perhaps, someday, we’ll
see the tree swallows and bluebirds. Fishermen
again cast for trout and dream of the return of
the Atlantic salmon. The peregrine falcons are
only a memory but the other hawks again search
the grasses for the scurrying rodents.
It’s a better world now than it was in my
childhood but the darkness is coming again.
There are those whom we have elected who tell us
that the environmentalists are strangling industry
and stifling progress. They again come before us
to hold forth the choice of jobs or pickerel. They
speak of relaxation of the unreasonable laws that
have prevented the poisoning of our world. New
England’s ecology has not recovered from the
horrors of the industrial revoution and yet we are
led backwards to the good old days. We are told
that we must sacrifice a little bit of the en
vironment for the security of our economy, we
must accept a little more pollution and a little
more destruction for the blessings of a balanced

budget. Tobe gfrong, they say,
America must be dirty
To have a better life we have to give up the
charm of nature.
I hear the words of our leaders and I do not
believe them. I do not believe that we must save
the giant lumber corporations by desecrating our
national forests. I do not believe that we must
destroy our natural heritage in search of the last
drop of oil. I do not believe that we have to strip
America in search of our minerals so that they
can be fashioned into an instrument of in
ternational politics. I cannot belive that we must
yield the beauty and glory of this country, that
we must give away our birthright to corporate
interests, that we must bestow what is priceless
upon the greedy and corrupt so that they may
make obscene profits. I do not trust our leaders
for they speak of sacrifice and dream of cor
porate gains. I cannot acknowledge the right of
these men to guide our nation for they act with a
greed that is a shame to a free people.
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Country Living Grain Mill...

81 Water St., Hallowell 622-9801

from our exceptional collection of high quality
self-reliance products: Food reserves, nitro
gen-packed grains, food dehydrators, water
distillers, water purifiers and emergency
equipment.
□ Send free 32-page catalogue.
Name ___________________________________________
Address

________________________________________

City ______________________________________________
State ____________________Zip____________________

PROVISIONS UNLIMITED
P.0. Box 456
Oakland, Maine C4963

Unusual handcrafted gifts
by New England’s finest craftsmen
Open Monday thru Saturday, 10 to 5
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STREAM S OF GOLD

Jnterest in finding and taking gold from
Maine streams and rivers has been strong enough
to prompt the Department of Inland Fisheries
and Wildlife to simplify procedures for obtaining
required permits.
ilill

m

Simplified permit procedures were instituted
in recognition of the fact that most people who
want to pan for gold in Maine waters are in
terested for hobby or recreational aspects. They
are no large scale commercial operators.
S

*j

However, Inland Fisheries andWildlife
spokesmen note, “ gold mining and panning does
result in stream bed disruption and can have an
adverse effect on aquatic life.” The new permit
forms must be signed by a warden, or a Fisheries
or wildlife biologist who is confident the ap
plicant understands his responsibilities.
Panning by hobbyists on an occasional basis
is generally agreed to pose little damage to the
stream ecology provided reasonable care is
taken.
Permits apply to mining in Good Brook,
Chain of Ponds Township, Sunday River and its
tributaries, Pease Stream, South Bend and
Oberton Stream, Swift River together with its
East, West and Stockbridge branches; Gold
Brook, T4R6 and T5R7, Somerset County and
Nile Brook in Rangely.
Responsibilities included in the Stream
Alteration Act confine maining activity to un
vegetated streambed and limit the size and type
of equipment permitted to a “ pan,” hand
shovel, and a sluice of less than 10 square feet.
For energy intensive (no fooling around) types
nozzles on hydraulic suction dredges may not
have a diameter greater than four inches.
The new application forms are available
from the Department of Inland Fisheries and
Wildlife, 284 State Street, Augusta or the
regional office on Route 4 in Strong.
Most popular among several Maine streams
for hobbyist and semi-commercial gold
prospecting are the Sandy River and the Swift
River together with their tributaries in relatively
mineral rich Oxford and Franklin Counties.
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Vegetable Seedlings
Fine Select Produce and Fruit
Whole Foods - Herbs - Spices
Wide Selection of Cheese
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Porcfcoroo Horae Skew • Skeep Doga • Poaloo •
Oxaa • Males • Do okays • (Jaofal Aolaaal Prod acts

Way

per
day

Elders, Children just $1.00
Free on Friday

Jf\

\,O R B

16 Main Street, Belfast
.Open Mon-Sat 9:00 - 5:30

GOOD FOOD • EXHIBITION HALL • HOT AIK
BALLOON BIDES • FILMS • CHILDREN’S AREA •
NEW GAMES • FOOT RACE • TRIATHLON •
POETRY •AUCTION

v^S taINED GLASSr

ORGANIZED AND SPONSORED BY
THE MAINE ORGANIC FARMERS AND GARDENERS ASSOCIATION AND

TICKETS ONLY

$3.00

H

Supplies & glass for came

THE MAINE STATE COMMISSION ON THE ARTS AND HUMANITIES
Send S I.00 (postage and handling) for your copy of our incredible
COMMON GROUND COUNTRY FAIRBOOK including articles, lists
of booths, demonstrations, entertainment, speakers, Exhibition Hall
guideliags, grounds map, and advertising. Box -2176, Augusta, Maine
04330.

&. foil work at reasoi able prices

111
9

For your home or solar greenhouse
tempered IN S U L A T E D G LA S S
P A N E L S 34 x 76 x 5/8”
5 yr. warranty $58 cash and carry
Mon-Fri 8-5; Sat 9-noon
Classes available.

A Celebration of Rural Life

j. (

AUGUSTAPLATEGLASSL
9 9 S e n io r S t., A u 9u«te, Me. 0 4 3 3 0 /(2 0 7 )6 2 2 -1 0 2 2
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W A B A N A K I C O N F E R E N C E II
R E S O L U T IO N S S E N T T O A S S E M B L Y O F F IR S T N A T IO N S
INDIAN ISLAND-The turnout tor the
second recent gathering of Indians of the old
Wabanaki confederacy may have disappointed
the organizer, but he’s looking at the positive
side.
About 19 tribes or Indian organizations were
represented at the July Wabanaki Conference II,
although no less than 97 North American groups
had been invited to participate. Conference
organizer James Sappier said the three-day event
“ was an overall success,” and resulted in passage
of a number of resolutions considered important
to Indian people.
These resolutions dealt with matters and issues
such as alcohol and drug abuse, hunting and
fishing rights, land claims, economic selfsufficiency, Indian education and nuclear war.
“ One hour from the closing of the conference,”
Sappier said, the resolutions were en route to the
World Assembly of First Nations meeting in
Saskatchewan, Canada, which concluded in late
July. Resolutions are also set to be sent to the
United Nations.
Sappier had hoped the Penobsecot Nation
could host a sequel to the Wabanaki summer
conference in 1977, which drew hundreds of
Indian people to Indian Island from New
England and Canada. But the low turnout meant
the Nation will take a loss of several thousand
dollars.
“ Hopefully, our Passamaquoddy
brothers, the Boston Indian Council and others
will help the Penobscots in offsetting the costs of
the conference,’’Sappier said.
Sappier, who heads the Penobscot Department
of Real Estate-Demography, and sits as chair
man of the Federal Regional Council’s Indian
Task Force, does not envision immediate effects
from the resolutions passed at the conference.
“ It takes three to five years for a policy change,”
Sappier said.
w m m m m w m m Chemical abuse m wmM mmm
The conference adopted a “ Declaration of
War on Alcohol and Drug Abuse.” The tribal
council and Indian Township Passamaquoddy
reservation brought a resolution that “ recognizes
the need to work closely with other native
populations in the U.S. and Canada on a
common coalition to reduce the devastation
caused by the social impact of chemical ad
diction.”
Wm m 1I -'Is&HMicinac recognition —
Perhaps one of the more significant
resolutions was an endorsement for Micmac
recognition. Ronald P. Andrade, executive
director of the National Congress of American

Indians . and a conference participant, told
Wabanaki Alliance that his group supports
Maine Micmacs in their struggle for tribal status
and federal benefits.
Micmacs recently incorporated in Aroostook
County, and their new “ council” will be a first
step in the recognition effort. Anthropologist
Harald Prins, originally from the Netherlsnads,
and his co-worker and friend, Bunny McBride,
are assisting the Micmac council in Maine.
The resolution states there are over 5,000
Micmacs living in New England, a figure higher
than the total Indian population of Maine.
“ Today, Micmac people have no formal
recognition by, or relationship with, the U.S.
government. Particularly in Maine, after the
land claims settlement act, Micmac people have
lost whatever state recognition and services were
available to them as an Indian people,” the
resolution says.
Another resolution addressed the Maine
Indian settlement act of 1980, which ended
claims to two thirds of the state’s land. A total of
$81.5 million was spilit between Penobscots and
Passamaquoddys, with Maliseets in Houlton
getting a small share - 5,000 acres - on the tail end
of negotiations.
Concerned that state and federal government
may not hold up their end of the settlement
bargain, this resolution states, “ be it resolved
that the U.S. government under force of law
provide ?nd uphold all negotiated pre-settlement
and settlement benefits due the Penobscot
Nation, Passamaquoddy Tribe and Houlton
Band of Maliseets.”
The resolution asks the same of the state of
Maine, with the full support of all participants in
the Wabanaki conference.
m m m m m m m Nuclear freeze m m m m m m m m
The Passamaquoddy Tribe at Pleasant Point
addressed a world concern in its resolution
calling for nuclear disarmament: “ The
Passamaquoddy tribal leaders and people
urgently request the President of the U.S. to
enter without delay into negotiations with the
U.S.S.R. for the purpose of a joint renunciation
of the first use of nuclear weapons.”
mmmmfflmm. Border crossing rights m mmm m m
The border rights resolution stems from the
1796 Jay Treaty, a document that, according to
Indians, has been flagrantly violated. “ Foreign
governements have established many invisible
lines or borders through our nations which do

not relate to our traditional, hereditary
territories,” the res olution says.
Further, it states, “ the Indian people of the
northeast are North American Indians, whether
born in what is now called the U.S., or what is
now called Canada; and North American Indian
people are not border-conscious; and neither the
U.S. nor Canada honor(s) their obligations to
Indian people under these treaties.” Therefore,
the resolution says, the two bordering countries
should honor international treaty law with
respect to Indians.
M m m m m m m Self-sufficiency mmmmmmmm
Economic independence has been a muchdiscussed issue, and thus far unreachable goal
for most eastern Indians. A resolution on this
topic says Indians are “ dependent upon outside
assistance just to subsist.” Participants at the
conference resolved to work together to develop
and foster economic development projects to
provide employment for all Indian people.
Additional resolutions of the conference
included forming a bi-cultural international
Indian educations committee, in part because
“ the current portrayal of Indian people in the
currculum and material (of schools) is often
blatently racist and biased, and have severe
negative impact on the mental condition of our
children.”
A resolution on equality of status points to the
rights of Indiap women, which are violated in the
Canadian Indian Adct. The Act says an Indian
woman who marries a non-Indian loses her
Indian status, but not an Indian man who
married a non-Indian. This same issue was raised
at the Wabanaki conference five years ago.
Nothing in the law has been changed.
Hunting and fishing rights of the Narraganset
Tribe of Rhode Island were supported in a
resolution; another document supported tribal
control over management of natural resources.
Finally, a reslution approves the efforts of the
Oromocto Indians, New Brunswick, to regain
part of their reservation, alienated by Canadian
government for a military base, highways, power
lines and the town of Oromocto.
Many people attending the Wabanaki Con
ference II said they hoped more such meetings
would be held; possibly more often than after a
five-year interval.

ECONOMY CLOTHES IS YOUR
H EADQUARTERS FOR:
Outdoor Apparel • Jeans & Corduroy f Rain Gear
• Fishing Boots & Leather Boots • Camping Supplies
By • WOOLRICH • LEVI • LEE • SERVUS BOOTS
• HERMAN BOOTS • WRANGLER

---------Sporting G oods-------F ishing G ea r----------By ADIDAS • NIKI • BROOKS • EVERLAST
WILSON • NEW BALANCE • CONVERSE • SPAULDING
MAIL ORDERS ACCEPTED - MASTER CHARGE - VISA

ECONOMY CLOTHES
R O C K L A N D . VIAINI

0 4 8 4 1
tf> t MAIN STREET. TEL. 207-5*M-K6:*6
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Instructions For Taking a Photo Like This One: Over a period of 23 years you drive at a high rate of speed
through every mud puddle you see —sooner or later a frog will land on your windshield just after you’ve
loaded your camera.

Now at

High Speed
Organic
Digesters

MAINE OXY-ACETYLENE SUPPLY

FOR SEPTIC TANKS, C E S S P O O L S ,
DRAINS, OUTDOOR TOILETS
Enzyme Catalysis Liquefies Sewerage Solids.
Non-caustic • Non-po iso nous • Safe • Harm less to humans,
pets, vegetation and plumbing • Child S a fa * NO more
clogging or overflowing • Stop s odors and backups •
Elim inates digging and p um p in g* Elim inates unsanitary
health hazards

U,
[QUICK
JOHN
"
,K I

R e g u la r U s e L iq u ifie s S e w a g e
in S e p tic T a n k s C e s s p o o ls
a n d D ra in fie ld s

R:
rap

Eliminates Odors!

SUPER

! Guaranteed to open and re: generate septic systems, cess
^ , u r*t,
; pools, greese traps, dreinfields. V o i U l V - l A J U l l I

l

i

!
1

SNEAKY
PETE

O R G A N IC D R A IN &
L IN E C L E A N E R .
Digest those drain
doggers. Hair and Greasel
FO R O UTDOO R

O ILETS...
GREEN LABEL Treduces
and odors,
QUICK JOHN and w ill bulk
not draw flies.
Will also com post 5 tons
of garden materials.
Available at selected hardware, building m aterial, farm
& feed stores. A sk for It, or w rite for the dealer near
est you.
-----------------— — D IS T R IB U T E D B Y : -------------------------

NORTHERN NEW ENGLAND DISTRIBU TO RS,
Box 201. Freeport, Maine 04032 (207) 865-3836

AC/DC
arc w eld er
Now...weld with a smoother, more stable D.C.
arc.Jt’s easier with the new Lincoln AC/DC
welder. The AC/DC-225/125 is versatile with
Lincoln quality, reliability and value.

$ 504 .

o o

Auburn (Home Office), Adams St. 784-5788
Portland, Wallace Ave. (S. Port) 772-6381
Waterville College Ave. 872-5411
Rockland, Rockland Industrial Park 549-2137

OR TOLL FR EE 1-800-442-6320
Monday Thru Friday 8 A.M. to 5 P.M.

NOW OPEN SATURDAY 8 A.M. TO 12 NOON
PUROX WELDING & CUTTING OUTFITS ON SALE AT BIG SAVINGS
The Maine
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Dig on the Kennebec

O LD
P IT T S T O N S T O R E
Remains of a building dating from the
seventeenth century were Uncovered at Agry’s
Point in Pittston this summer. Old records cited
by Ted Bradstreet indicate that this was the
Nehurrrkeag Trading Post and that it was built by
Clark and Lake in 1649 or 1650. The age of the
building is confirmed by clay pipe fragments
found in or near the remains. Several of these are
of a type made in 1650 or soon thereafter. A few
pieces of ceramic dishes of types made in
England before 1700 were also found. The
construction materials used in the building date it
not later than 1700 also.

Burning aided preservation of the building
remains which were found buried in the ground.
Much of the wood in the structure was partially
burned to form charcoal which does not rot from
bacterial action the way wood does. Charcoal
remaining from the floor boards and joists show
the direction of the wood grain. Charcoal was
also formed from the lower ends of vertical
boards on the inner side of the wall. Charcoal
and wood fragments were also found of the
clapboard from the outer side of the wall.
Photographs and sketches were made of the
charcoal as it was uncovered. Samples of the
charcoal will be analyzed to determine the kind
of wood. Carbon 14 dating is not useful because
the time since the building burned is not long
enough for accurate results. The sill was a large
timber which did not burn but later rotted away,
leaving only discoloration of the soil.
Like other buildings built before 1700,
daubing was used instead of plaster. This was
placed next to the clapboards. Daubing was a
mixture of wet clay, chopped straw and ashes

Detecting Maines unwritten past
Ted Bradstreet is the archaeologist who has
run a field school at Agry’s Point for three
summer in collaboration with the Maine Historic
Preservation Commission. In 1981 and 1982, the
archaeological field school was conducted for the
University of Maine, Augusta.
Agry’s Point is on the Kennebec River just
south of Nehumkeag Stream. This area was used
by Indians for at least 3,000 years prior to the
first European settlement as shown by various
types of potsherds found in the soil. The pot
sherds are pieces of pots which Indians made
from clay mixed with quartz particles used as
temper and decorated in different ways by in
denting or incising the pot before firing.
The Trading Post consisted of at least three
structures according to findings of the 1982 dig.
-*» One may have been a palisade and two were
buildings. The Trading Post was destroyed by
fire no later than 1676 when all the European
settlements along the Kennebec River were wiped
out by Indians during King Philip’s War.

which was daubed on a framework of round
sticks, called palinos, interwoven with splint
laths. The buildings did not have sheathing
boards to which the clapboards could be nailed,
The upright posts were quite a distance apart.
Hence the daubing was important to keep wind
and snow from coming through cracks between
the clapboards.
When the buildings of the trading post
burned, much of the daubing was baked by the
heat. It turned a reddish brown and became hard
almost like brick. It also cracked apart. Many
pieces \vere found in the ground, some showing
impressions of the wood members which had
supported the sheet of daubing.
During the “ Indian troubles from 1676 until
about 1760, white people stayed out of Pittston.
Then the so called resettlement occurred.
Thomas Agry bought 800 acres in 1763 from
Jonathan Reed. Reed was one of the Kennebec
proprietors who purchased title to the tract along
the Kennebec River that the pilgrims of

Plymouth Colony had been granted in 1629 and
1630. Agry’s land included the point which has
been named after him. He built a shipyard there
and also owned a sawmill when he died in 1783.
It seems that Thomas Agry’s workmen covered
the remains of the Nehumkeag Trading Post
while constructing the shipyard. This layer of soil
helped preserve charcoal and hardware from the
burned buildings. The excellent preservation of
the remains makes this an important site archaeologically. Further excavation at the site
should add much to our scanty knowledge of life
in Maine in the seventeenth century. The site is
also important because it was occupied by
Indians throughout the ceramic (potmaking)
period and perhaps even earlier.
After three summer’s work, part of the
north side of one building has been painstakingly
excavated, remains of a joist from a different
building and a trench (perhaps from a palisade)
have been uncovered. Artifacts from the
seventeenth, eighteenth, and nineteenth centuries
have been retrieved in addition to Indian pot
sherds thousands of years old.
In order to retrieve all possible information
hidden in the ground, excavation must be done
carefully using a small pointing trowel, a spoon
or even a small tool like a dentist’s pick. Then, at
the end of each season’s dig, all soil is packed
back into the holes. This is standard ar
chaeological practice which is also legally
required at Agry’s Point because it is in the one
hundred year flood plain of the Kennebec River.
Ted Bradstreet is eager to continue the
archaeological exploration of Agry’s Point for
several years. He is going to need money and
person power to fulfill that ambition.
Future excavation may answer questions
about the old trading post. Was it burned by
accident, by rival white traders or by Indians?
Why did Clark and Lake,.a Puritan company
from Boston, build a post well within the area
granted to the Plymouth Colony pilgrims by
royal charter in 1630 and so close to the
established pilgrim post at Cushnoc? Clark and
Lake did claim the Pittston area but their claim
was based on Indian deeds overlapping the
pilgrim grant. Clark and Lake owned the
Kennebec Trading Post on Arrowsic Island near
the mouth of the Kennebec River. This was south
of the pilgrim land grand. Bradstreet had
assumed that the Kennebec Post was built later
than the Nehumkeag Post. Records show that
the trading post at Arrowsic was destroyed by
Indians in 1676. Captain Thomas Lake, one of
the partners, was killed. Archaeological ex
ploration of this site has been going on for
several years.
,
Iv y N o rto n

Ivy Norton participated in the Agry Point
Archaeological Dig over a period o f several
weeks during the summers o f 1981-82. The dig is
not far from her Pittston home. Ivy Norton is
retired from a long and varied federal career
which included work during the Second World
War as a munitions-logistics expert. She is active
in Pittstown Town affairs and the Southern
Kennebec Regional Planning Commission. All o f
which is a story in itself that we hope to include
in future issues o f the MAINE FOLKPAPER.
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We’re looking for work.
• Diesel tractor
vpth water cooled
engine.
• Full hydraulics,
multi-speed PTO’s,
standard 3 pt. hitches

Two or four wheel drive
Full line of accessories
Scaled down agricultural
machines, not enlarged
lawn machines.

Healing Arts
visualization techniques.

T

You owe if to yourself to chock us out
boforo you buy. Trade-ins invited
Division of

3Xf

4 4 3 -9 7 4 4

Box 263, New Meadows Rd., West Bath
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72 Front Street, Bath, Maine
207-443-3733

BA TH IN D U STRIA L SA LES

RENT-AU of BATH, Inc.
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Silvia Young

S P L IT W O O D ,
N O T IN F IN IT IV E S
^ ^ u c h is made of splitting wood by hand by
writers of the quiche and white-wine school of
country journalism. Zany inventions bound: giant
wood-screws you can bolt to your car, gas driven
splitters that make up what pollutants (including
noise) that wood lacks, and a grand assortment of
gizmos with levers, rollers and guides. They are
labor-saving devices, most of them, and they have
their merits but generally they cost like heck and,
compared to an old fashioned chunk of iron on a
stick, they are a risky investment. An ax or a maul
will wear out, but it takes a while. Even with
careful use, handles get chewed up or broken. No
big deal...Hang the new handle so the edge of the
blade more or less draws a line to the butt of the
handle. I like to make my own handles out of
fairly gren ash. No, they don’t season loose and
they are nice and limber. The shock of striking a
chunk of stubborn wood gets lots on the way to
bone-joints. Just the thought of splitting any
amount of wood with a pipe-handled
“improvement”, gives me the shivers.
Maybe it’s because I’m getting a little older.
Maybe for the same reason I look for every
advantage, lever, or hedge I can find in any task I
do. The following are some tips old times gave me
about getting wood ready for the stove with the
least amount of fuss.
(1) Use a tool that fits the task. An eight pound
maul is not for kindling.
(2) Keep ’em sharp but don’t sharpen as if you
intend to chop or cut wood. A keen edge that runs
out quickly is best. Most of the wood’s resistance
will be taken up on three points —the leading edge
and two shoulders where the sharpened portion
leaves off. Check the drawing that comes with this
article.
(3) This sounds a little like “Zen” but it’s not.
Your target when you swing is not the top of the
wood, nor is it the chopping block (unless you get
angry with a stubborn chunk). Strike for a place a
little less than halfway down through the wood.
Doing so will give you just about the right amount
of force in your swing.
(4) Get a chopping block that brings your length
of wood to a comfortable striking height for you.
You have to feel your way through this one, but a
general rule is to get the top of your wood where
you can rest your knuckles on it with your arm
hanging straight down.
(5) Set your chunk bottom side up: Opposite
from the way they grew.
(6) Never cramp up on your ax or maul. Bring it
to at least head height with your elbows
away/arms free from your body.
(7) Get power into your swing early. Speed, not
‘pushing’ is what does the job.
(8) On large pieces start by splitting across the
outside, a few inches from the bark, not by
striking in the center. Always, however, make sure
some part of the blade strikes the near side.

Striking well out in the "center of large pieces, even
if you manage to cleve them, can be brutal on
handles.
(9) If your blade gets stuck and the wood is
heavier than the ax or maul and you can lift the
whole works, try turning it over and striking down
on the chopping block as in the drawing. On
pieces that are too big, knocking in a wedge or a
wood glut is preferred to forcing the handle. Note:
It is not nice to hammer on the poll (back) of an ax
head.
(10) Don’t hurt yourself. Once you get to know
your ax you can whack up easy to split pieces onehanded with the other hand on the outside edge to
hold it in place and prevent having to chase the
wood around. If you keep your eyes on what you
are doing, built-in defense mechanisms make it
almost impossible to strike yourself unless you get
tired or look away. Looking up is not a good idea
and I have an ax scar down through two joints of
my left index finger to prove it.

A Note About Chopping Kindling. What do
you do with brush up to two inches thick? It is
uncouth to take a chainsaw to it when you can ax
it into kindling or “biscuit” wood. I know, you
tried that once on the old chopping block and a
piece flew up and graced your pretty noggin with a
bruise. Besides, isn’t snipping two inch wood a
little ambitious? Not to worry. Here’s how easy
and safe. Sharp ax. Dull tools hurt people. Start
with the large end of the branch or sapling. Chop
on as tight a diagonal as blade will cover holding
the wood over the far edge of the block and
pointing away from you. Let the wood and the
blade meet just a hair over the edge of the block. (I
chamfer or bevel my blocks just for this.) Cut over
the edge of the block -- this way the pieces sail off,
not up.
R.S.
He who chops his own wood is thrice warmed - at
least.
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E A R LY TO BEI)
E A R LY TO RISE
WORK LIKE HEEL
A N D A D V E R T ISE !
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Register now for courses
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OR
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repairs in w ood & glass
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Adult, youth & physical education depts.
Call for program brochure at 786-0657
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W E T H E P E O P L E C E L E B R A T IO N

ACE W ELL SERVIC E »«.i
Rotary Drilling
Back River Road
Boothbay

633-2777

AUTO SU P PLY
168 PLEASANT STREET
ROUTE 1
BRUNSWICK. MAINE
(207) 729-4418/729-9337
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MON. - FRI. 8-6 SAT 9-5

D ealing Exclusively in Foreign P arts

""'I*.
We the People Celebration, Bath — Common Cause members and friends chat with former U.S.
Ambassadors Curtis and Russell. The topic: Foreign Policy. Points made during the discussion: The U.S.
lacks consistency in foreign policy that makes it difficult for friends and foes alike to read U.S. intentions; The
U.S. should be more aware of the interests of its largest trading partner, Canada. We should as a nation be a
little more sensitive to our friends in general, and ordinary U.S. citizens can and should be aware of, and
influence developing foreigh policy.

What you can d o "
about
Radon G as contamination
in your
water supply!
ilmtPBpnrt IHnoii (£o., 3ttc.
What is Radon G a s ?
Studies have shown that
some wells contain toxic gas
that is released when water
leaves any faucet in your
home or office.
The Good News!
Your water can be tested for
Radon Gas content. Should it
contain this substance, the
Peter Allen Water Company
will give you a free estimate
on the installation of a
filtering device which will
remove up to 99% of the
Radon to 144,000 pci/L.
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^ as and the solution

Address

To find out more about
Radon Gas contamination in
your water supply send in the
coupon for free information.

Call or write today!

Peter Allen W ater Co.

RFD 1, Box 337 / Raymond, Maine 04071 / (207) 655-3806

P eter
-nr—n
Allen
Water Co.

•
•
•
•
•

Agent for Gallant’s Artesian Well Co.
Nordic Pump/A division of Peter Allen Water Co.
Certified well driller and pump installer.
Complete service on ground water source problems.
Water filters and pumps/wells/pump repair and service.

WANTED.
NEWSKIDS TO SELL
RAY AND PAT TO
34

THE FO LK PA PER . ASK MOM OR DAD, THEN CALL OR WRITE
ASK ABOUT OUR PARTNER PLAN. WE PAY MORE.
The Maine
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STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS

** FOR SALE ~

Goselings $3.50; Ducklings, several breeds $2.00;
Guinea Keets $1.50 call 724-3517.
Mohair from Angora goats, $3.00 per lb. Angora goat
kids wethers for pets and clip hair, $75.00 each.
Nubian buck kids, bottle-fed: 1 black with white
spots, purebred; 3 other buck kids. Cascade Valley
Ranch, R. Dolan, P.O. Box 326 or Rt. 43, Allen’s
Mills Rd., Farmington, ME 04938. No phone.
FOR SALE: Pedigreed New Zealand rabbits. Several
good quality breeding age bucks available, also a few
young does. Call Turner, 225-2463, to reserve yours
now. Ask for Cindy.

__________________ t------------

Borzoi-Russian Wolfhound. We have a beautiful litter
of puppies available for pet or show. Wonderful,
gentle pets. Also a white 2 year old. 518-283-4710
evenings. Judy Finley, 47 Grand St., Albany, N.Y.
12207_________________________________________

Music

Six harness loom. Made in the 1940’s and constructed
out of maple. It is in excellent condition. Asking
$225.00. Call Whitefield, 549-7361.
FREE HOT WATER! Build your own Solar Water
Heater from stock, used parts. Save $$$! New design,
but hundreds in use. We guide you every step! How To
Report, construction details, $1.00. Money Back
Guarantee. SUNSOURCE ENERGY SYSTEMS OF
MAINE, P.O. Box 3054-F, Brewer, ME 04412._______
The Maine Statewide Newsletter (INVERT) has
monthly news of progressive and social change groups
and events. Write for a free sample copy to INVERT,
RFD 1, Newport, Maine 04953 - 938-2219.

PSST...Need a Fix?
We repair and sell small engines and related machinery fast.
Our 7 mechanics, large parts inventory and special tools
provide quality fixes that last for your mower, tiller,
snowblower, chainsaw, tractor, steam roller, etc. Pick-up
and delivery available.
BATH
INDUSTRIAL SALES, New Meadows Road, W. Bath
443-9754.
BAKER double barrell shotgun “Batavia Special” 12
gauge - collectors item. $200 or B.O. Jewelers Lathe Antique, Bronze: best offer. 882-7801.

Eight Elvis Presley albums. Original RCA. Good to
mint condition. $25.00 takes all. Terry Shortt, 245 3rd
St., Bangor, ME 04401.
If you write gospel songs and want to share them
with others through any means contact me.
Gospel Music Ministry “ On The Road for Jesus
Christ.” Wendell Austin, 23 Davis St., Bangor
Maine 04401 (207) 942-5030.______________________
BANJO for sale: 5-string with resonator. Excellent
condition. $80. Call Eric at 667-2016.
FOR SALE: Oscar Schmidt Centurion Series
\utoharp. Electric and Acoustic 21-chord. Excellent
condition! Only 9 months old. Original price $295.
Asking $225 with case firm! Dennis 772-7194 after 6
P.m.___________________________________________ _

FOR SALE: Guitarists. Four Electro-Voict 12L
Series II speakers. Two years old. Very good con
dition. Original price $145 each. Asking $100 firm.
Will sell in pairs. Dennis 772-7194.

Personals
Person or persons to share old farm house on lake.
Rent $100 per month plus shared work. Wood heat,
non smokers preferred. In Wayne. Days 784-4428,
nights 685-4166.
Common Ground Country Fair needs donations for
their auction. Call Bill or Sherri at 622-3118 or send
postcard to Common Ground Country Fair, P.M. Box
2176, Augusta 04330
Early 30’s couple seeking community life and or
helpmate positions(s) on farm, campsite, etc. Full
time position. Not capitalists so pay need not be much.Your living quarters or our camper. Vegs., back to
landers> Have something? Contact J. Indominico,
KH) 2, Box 423, Ellsworth, ME 04605. ___________
Would like information, literature, pictures, etc.
about Indians.I have started a collection. I am very
interested in the lives of Indians. Mrs. Joyce I. Pinnette, Box 180, Lisbon Falls, Me. 04252._____________
Retired lady, good health to share country home with
retired professional lady, good health. Both share
work, no money involved. Belgrade, 10 Miles from
center of Augusta. References exchanged. 495-3897.
Native Mainer, veg. woman, 30 interested in
corresponding with people who are still into the “ back
to the land” trip. Write: Ms. Louise, Eversong,
Brooks, ME 04921.

CJasses

Vehicles

MASSAGE SCHOOL
Downeast School of Massage will be the
location of a 9-month course for the
purpose of becoming a professional
massage therapist through the American
Massage & Therapy Association. Start
ing in September '82, run by Nancy W.
Dai!, Registered Massage Therapist &
Certified Instructor of the AM TA. For
information call 832-5531, or write:
Box 24, Waldoboro, Me, 04572.

‘‘Motorized House” Converted GMC School Bus
newly rebuilt. 305 V6 engine and 4 speed transmission.
9 mpg highway. West Coast bus, no rot, runs great.
“ You go to Florida, we’re staying in Maine!” $1950.
See at Mt. Desert Narrows Campground, Rt. 3, Bar
Harbor, Maine, or write Cunha, P. O. Box 548, Bar
Harbor, Maine 04609.
Trailers: new, used, parts, repairs, built to order. Any
size. Several types in stock. Bath Industrial Sales. W.

Bath, 443-97^,____________________________
1978 Mazda truck, 5 speed, excellent condition. $2500.
882-6062.______________________________________
1967 Ford Mustang Hardtop - 6 cyl.? auto, sweet body
for her age a little loose in the shanks. Restorable.
800.00 or trade. 882-7801.

DISTRIBUTORS WANTED
For Old Reliable Now Multi-Level Company. For
info. Send $1.00 and a SASE To: 3-W ENTERSPRISES R.F.D. 1, Kennebunk, Maine 04043
Wanted to buy: Plumbing tools,. Pascal Moore, 179
Mayo Rd., Hampdin, Maine 04444. Telephone 8623097.
Any lovers of BABA MUKTANANDA and SIDDHA
YOGA in Bangor-Orono area? Call 866-3551 for
weekly satsangs.
WANTED: Windmill parts for 32V windmill for non
profit group. SEADS, RD1, Harrington, Me 04643.
Help us teach others.
Musically inclined people to play/sing bluegrass,
folk/blues — whatever for pleasure; within reasonable
range of Augusta. Also need dulcimer player to help
me with mine. Call Beth. 582-1824.
UPRIGHT PIANO in good condition, suitable for
beginner. The older the better. Call 882-6634 before 4
p.m. weekdays, anytime on weekend.
WANTED — Folksongs — Any of you older folks, if
you have any folksongs or recitations or stories you
remember, please call me collect or write. Your
younger generations need your muse. Kevin McElroy,
11C Page St., Brunswick 04011 Tel. 725-6902.
WE BUY and sell used TV sets - mostly RCA and
Zenith. Irvin P. Moore, Carmel. 848-3775.

Real Estate
K«.u. i state - Unusual Mobile Home Site. All new
equipment on private two-acre site. Near schools,
churches, recreation area and lake. A perfect place for
pleasure or a business. Louise E. Swanton; P.O. Box
144, Dexter, ME 04930.
FARM - North Edgecomb. 100 acres more or less with
or without separate parcel 29 acres. Mostly wooded,
good garden space - fruit trees - brook, spring fed
water system. Price negotiable, will swap for coastal
value east of Camden. 882-7801, P. O. Box 76,
Edgecomb, Me 04456.
34 A + w/Camp. Prime deer country. 45 min. to
Sugarloaf. Owner financing $16,000.00 New
Sharon 778-9681._______________________________
FOR SALE: Old cape, new well, insulated, electricity,
plumbing, root cellar, secluded, 3.5 acres, Vi mile
from bay, fields, organic garden, apple trees. $24,000.
Charlotte Keller, Dyers Bay, Steuben. 546-753«.

T h e M a in e F o lk p a p e r
C A L L U S T O A SK A B O U T
OUR F R E E A R T WORK
LOW A D R A T E S A N D
T H R E E K IN D S OF
D IS C O U N T S .
D A Y O R E V EN IN G
W EEKENDS TOO!
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FOR SALE, WANTED. SWAP, PERSONALS, AND MISCELLANEOUS
FREE 1st 30 WORDS OR LESS (non commercial) CLASSIFIED ADS
Classification ________________;_____________________________________

FOR SALE: 1975 Dodge B-200 Window Van. $500 or
besi offer 963-7771. William H. Thayer, Box 520,
( iouldsboro, ME 04607.
1981 Dodge Omni Miser, 4-speed, 4-door hatchback,
26,000 miles, 40 mpg, $3995.00. Barnes, P.O. Box
725, Baileyville 427-6071.

)

Miscellaneous

MUSIC - 343 Records (133 Albums, 230 45’s) 1960’s,
1970’s. $95.00 for the lot. Write: Box 108, Smvrna
Mills, Maine 04780

Miscellaneous
FOR SALE: Stainless steel 5 gal. cans. .50 each in lots
of ten. For a limited time. Irvin P. Moore, Carmel. 8483775.

with coupon below

WANTED —

Animals
GOATS - Nubian and Toggenberg does from good
milk bloodlines. Also five year old French Alpine doe.
Priced reasonably. Will barter for good hay, cedar
posts, horse harness, etc. 737-2938.

FREE

Non com m ercial se n d $2.00 for up to 30 Additional W ords
COMMERCIAL: ASK FOR OUR AD RATE SHEET
Name
A ddress

1976 JEEP Wagoneer “ Quadra-Trac” ps, pb,
automatic transmission, air conditioned, never been
plowed. $3,000. 5 6 3 -5 1 3 9 ._____________________

City
The Maine

.State
Folkpaper

3.5

LOOK H ERE

— w e n e e d s u b sc r ip t io n s! i m ea n
LOTS O F TH EM . WE A R E G ETTIN G A LITTLE F R IZ Z L E D
SEEING T H E P A P E R TA X IIN G A R O U N D T H E FIELD.
S U R E , I T ’S P I C K I N G U P S P E E D B U T W E W O U L D R E A L L Y
L I K E T O S E E I T T A K E O F F . T H I N K I N G A B O U T IT,
W O U L D N T Y O U ? W E T H I N K I T ’S A P R E T T Y G O O D .
PR O U D , SASSY, FUNNY, M E A N IN G FU L , D O W N -H O M E ,
CARING, T H O U G H T F U L A N D S O M E H O W IM P O R T A N T
L I T T L E P A P E R R I G H T N O W . A N D I T M A Y J U S T BE,
T H E O N L Y M A I N E P A P E R T H A T ’S A L L T H O S E T H I N G S . . .
T H A T M A Y BE J U S T O U R O P I N I O N B U T P E O P L E S A Y
T H E Y L I K E T H E P A P E R A N D T H A T I T ’S G E T T I N G
B E T T E R A N D B E T T E R W IT H EV ER Y ISSUE. N O W J U S T
T H I N K W H A T W E M I G H T BE A B L E T O D O W IT H A N
E X T R A F I V E D O L L A R S ( O R M O R E ) IN T H E K I T T Y .
A N D S A Y , Y O U W O N T G E T M O R E BY W A Y O F A N E W S 
P A P E R O R M A G A Z IN E F O R FIVE D O L L A R S A YEAR.
( I ’L L C E R T I F Y T H A T O N E ) . S O H O W A B O U T IT?
H O W ABOUT SUBSCRIBING T O D A Y FO R Y OU RSELF,
O R A F R IE N D , O R M A Y B E Y O U R IN-LAW S?
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I’ll take a subscription:

I’ll get a gift subscription too. Send them a gift card

Name

Name__________________________________

__________

Address

Address
City
12 issues for $5.00

.State

Zip

C ity___

.State

Zip

GIFT SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR PERSON ON FIXED INCOM E AT THE REDUCED PRICE OF $4.50

